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 __________________________

Monterrey is the capi-

tal of Mexico’s north-

eastern state of Nuevo 

Leon. This cosmopolitan city, with its 

picturesque location at the foothills 

of the Sierra Madres, has long been a 

center for art and design. But it is also 

a major manufacturing hub. In terms 

of GDP, it’s the second most produc-

tive city in Mexico. It’s also the home 

of Wire Harness Integrating Solutions 

(WHIS) who graciously offered to be 

featured in this issue’s Company Pro-

file.

I had the great pleasure of having 

a zoom conference with Maggie and 

Jose Enrique Fernandez (who every-

body calls JEF by his initials). JEF is 

the Owner/President at WHIS, and 

his daughter Maggie is the Chief Lo-

gistics Manager. They spoke about 

the history of this impressive com-

pany, areas of specialty and exciting 

plans for the future. 

JEF started the business in 2002. 

He got his start in the industry in 

1984 when he went to work for a 

small harness manufacturer. It didn’t 

take long for Yazaki to recognize his 

talents. They brought him on board as 

an engineer on various harness proj-

ects in the automotive industry. He 

quickly moved up the ladder as he 

worked on harnesses for Ford, Toyota 

and Nissan. JEF made several trips to 

Japan where he received valuable 

training in design for manufacturabil-

ity. “He got a lot of experience with 

automotive wire harnesses and over-

all production efficiency during this 

time,” Maggie explained.

After 15 years with Yazaki, JEF felt 

the tug of entrepreneurship and start-

ed WHIS in a 4,000 square-foot. ware-

house. He began production with 

some simple harnesses and power 

cords for a local company. Maggie 

was only 17 at the time, but became 

an integral part of the business, even 

at this early stage. They were pre-

sented with some opportunities and 

began building cables for local com-

panies in the HVAC industry. A good 

portion of these harnesses were for a 

large producer of refrigeration equip-

ment for supermarkets and conve-

nience stores. They learned the lan-

guage and challenges of the industry 

and gained a great deal of proficiency 

in build quality.

Through his contacts in the in-

dustry, JEF was able to obtain an 

early opportunity in the automotive 

industry, and WHIS began making a 

battery cable for Nissan. But JEF ex-

plained that, to his surprise, he much 

preferred the opportunities they 

were uncovering with refrigeration 

products. The rigors of the intense 

cost pressures in the automotive in-

dustry were also a bit unpalatable. 

“We halted the automotive project,” 

JEF recalled, “because we wanted to 

center more of the business and ex-

pertise in the HVAC industry.” That 

strategy paid off, as WHIS continued 

to further penetrate the industry. Not 

only are they a major supplier to the 

refrigeration companies today, they 

are also supplying cables for indus-

trial and residential air-conditioning, 

as well as water cooling and heating 

equipment.

Company Profile:
Wire Harness Integrating Solutions

WHIS team member completes complex assembly for the HVAC 
industry.
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Originally called Electric 

Terminal Corporation, 

ETCO was incorporated 

in RI on September 11, 1947. The 

original 2,000 sq.ft. factory was in 

Pawtucket RI. Its wood floors would 

flex up and down with 15-ton Per-

kins presses. David Dunn, owner of 

ETCO recalled the original product 

being stamped. “It was what we call 

blades at the time but are really the 

prongs on a wall plug. They were sold 

to cord set manufacturers like Belden 

Corporation in Chicago and Ameri-

can Insulated Wire in Pawtucket RI,” 

he informed. The advantage ETCO 

had was a process of manufacturing 

the blades in strip form and putting 

them on reels of 5,000 parts. ETCO 

also manufactured a patented attach-

ing machine to take the parts from 

the reels and attach them to the cus-

tomer’s parallel cord set wire, two at 

a time. “It sounds pretty basic now 

but prior to this, they were being 

soldered to the wire one at a time, 

so this was a huge productivity gain  

(Fig. 1).

The small factory stamped mil-

lions of these parts and expanded to 

a new facility in Providence RI with 

more room and more presses. Belden 

had a policy of not depending on 

one factory for essential products, so 

ETCO bought another factory in War-

wick RI which it still operates. 

ETCO Celebrates 75 Year Anniversary

Stamped wall plug blades coming off press at ETCO.
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One particular article in this issue really got me thinking about our industry and 
how we cover it at Wiring Harness News. It’s nothing earth shattering, just a 
decent little article on cable jacketing material for EV charging stations (page 
28). Back in the 90’s when I was working for a supplier/advertiser, I don't think 
you would have seen such an article on these pages. It would have been far too 
esoteric for the mostly build-to-print harness manufacturers of the day. But 
things have changed. What is expected of you as manufacturers has changed 
immensely.

Ours is far from a strictly build-to-print industry. Instead, your customers are 
relying on you to look upstream to help specify materials that will perform well 
in their products once they are in the �eld. They don’t necessarily have the level 
of engineering expertise they did in the past. Hence, they rely on you for help 
with not just manufacturability, but also performance and reliability. And boy, 
have you met the challenge! (Just another reason I brag about you folks to my 
friends in other industries.) It seems logical this trend will continue.

This need seems especially true in the eMobility sector. There are many �edgling companies who are desper-
ately seeking a harness and cable assembly supplier to give them advice, assistance and expertise in producing 
designs. We’ll continue to report on that sector for you.

It’s our goal to help you develop the tools you need to be a top performer for your customers in all industries. 
Feel free to email or call me with any ideas on subjects you would like to see us cover. As always, we hope you 
think of us as your research arm.

Keep plugging away!

From the Editor

Joe Tito
Editor 
Joe@wiringharnessnews.com
407-739-9811

mailto:joe@wiringharnessnews.com
https://herzog-online.com/home/
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/from-the-editor-march-april-2022-bye-bye-build-to-print/
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Loren Smith CEO 
Blue Valley Capital

By Loren Smith
___________________________

I was recently asked an intrigu-

ing question: “What does a 

perfect deal look like?” I start-

ed to respond that perfection might 

not exist, but then I recalled a deal a 

number of years ago that seemed to 

click on all cylinders––from the time 

the letter of intent (LOI) was signed 

right through the closing. 

I described how the buyer had 

conducted a financial audit, thor-

oughly reviewed everything in the 

confidential information memoran-

dum (CIM), evaluated all the com-

pany’s systems and procedures, and 

drafted all the legal documents––ac-

complishing everything in less than 

60 days. “From LOI to closing in 60 

days for a $25 million deal is excep-

tional,” I said.

But then I got another question: 

“How did that happen? What were 

the factors that enabled the buyer to 

achieve so much so quickly?”

That excellent question I was un-

able to answer on one foot, but I did 

answer it the next day. Here are the 

six characteristics I identified that 

had allowed that long-ago deal to pro-

ceed so seamlessly: 

1. Financial clarity
The company’s books and records 

were impeccable. They did not re-

quire a lot of interpretation, and the 

financial review conducted by an in-

dependent auditor confirmed EBIT-

DA and did not uncover any red flags.

2. Urgency 
The seller was highly motivated 

because he wanted to retire. And the 

buyer had a sense of urgency because 

he was very experienced at acquir-

ing companies and understood that a 

drawn-out process is not your friend 

in getting a deal done.

3. Effective time management 
Both the buyer and the seller had 

mastered the elusive art of managing 

their time. For the seller that was es-

sential because it is quite challeng-

ing to run a business while tending 

to the myriad issues required to get 

a deal closed. Likewise, the expe-

rienced buyer recognized that he 

would need to stay on top of his time 

management game throughout the 

back and forth with the seller. As a 

result of both parties’ dedication to 

timeliness, they were available when 

required––sometimes daily.

 

4. Experienced attorneys
It is vital that the attorneys on 

both sides of a transaction are sea-

soned in the M&A arena. 

When a seller uses his fam-

ily’s general practice attor-

ney, a lack of specialized 

knowledge can slow or 

even jeopardize the deal.  

5. Due consideration of 
market valuation

Sellers can have an in-

flated idea of their com-

pany’s worth, which is 

certainly understandable, 

but fixating on an unreal-

istic number can create a 

formidable hurdle. Under-

standing that the market is 

the key determinant of a 

company’s value is vital to 

reaching the goal line. 

6. Single point person
Giving one individual 

full decision-making au-

thority on all aspects of 

the deal, on the seller side 

and on the buyer side, ex-

pedites the entire process. 

A seller might have sev-

eral partners or a buyer 

might have a number of 

individuals in his decision 

matrix, but in this case the 

seller’s CEO served as our 

solo point person, and the 

VP of Acquisitions for the 

buyer had parallel deci-

sion-making authority on 

all issues. 

Often, only one or two 

of these crucial factors ex-

ists, leading to any num-

ber of snags or worse. But 

in this instance we were 

blessed with the rare ad-

vantage of having all six 

prime ingredients. So may-

be I have experienced a 

perfect deal.

Loren Smith can be 

reached at lms@blvcapi-

tal.com or www.blueval-

leycapital.com.

Anatomy of a Perfect Deal

mailto:lms@blvcapital.com
mailto:lms@blvcapital.com
https://www.bluevalleycapital.com
https://www.bluevalleycapital.com
http://www.jamesmonroewire.com
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/m-a-101-lessons-learned-from-decades-of-deals-mar-april-2022/
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Komax Holding AG and 
Schleuniger AG Seek to Merge

For both the Komax Group 
and the Schleuniger Group, 
the market for automated 

wire processing offers many oppor-
tunities, but these require significant 
investment. In or-der to exploit these 
opportunities with the necessary 
speed and thereby secure com-peti-
tiveness over the long term, the two 
companies are seeking to implement 
a quasi-merger. With their combined 
innovative strength, solutions for fur-
ther increasing the degree of automa-
tion in wire processing on a lasting 
basis will be brought to custom-ers 
more rapidly. To finance the merger, 
Komax will propose to the Annual 
General Meeting of 13 April 2022 the 
creation of new shares by means of a 
capital increase. These shares will be 
allocated in exchange for the Schleu-
niger shares of Metall Zug AG, giving 
Metall Zug AG a 25% stake in Komax 
Holding AG. In addition, the Annual 
General Meeting will be asked to re-
scind the 15% voting rights restric-
tion and elect Jürg Werner, the cur-
rent Chairman of Schleuniger AG, as 
an additional member of the Board of 
Directors.

In order to secure their long-term 
competitiveness and continue to 
consistently drive forward the auto-
mation of wire processing with cut-
ting-edge products and solutions, Ko-
max and Schleuniger are seeking to 
merge. To this end, Metall Zug AG will 

bring its Wire Processing division, 
the Schleuniger Group, into Komax 
Holding AG and receive a 25% stake 
in Komax Holding AG in return. Ko-
max and Metall Zug have signed the 
corresponding agreement. The trans-
action will be carried out through a 
quasi-merger. This will involve Komax 
Holding AG creating 1,283,333 new 
shares through a capital increase – 
subject to the approval of the An-nual 
General Meeting of 13 April 2022 – 
and then allocating these shares to 
Metall Zug AG in exchange for the 
Schleuniger shares.

Trends require a high level of 
investment and personnel 
resources

A number of trends offer numer-
ous opportunities for Komax and 
Schleuniger. In order to ex-ploit these 
and be in a position to meet cus-
tomer needs with sufficient rapidity 
across the necessary breadth, a high 
level of investment and personnel re-
sources is required. One of the trends 
is the ongoing shift of the automotive 
market to Asia. Companies that want 
to as-sert themselves in the growing 
Asian market and avoid the risk of 
gradually losing market share must 
invest in new solutions and services. 
Another trend is automation. This has 
picked up pace in recent years, and 
offers considerable growth potential 

_____________ Continued on page 10
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due to the increas-ing global shortage 
of specialist personnel. “Through this 
merger, Komax and Schleuniger will 
have additional expertise and more 
resources to support their customers 
with innovative products and servic-
es in various market segments as the 
degree of automation continues to 
rise,” comments Beat Kälin, Chairman 
of the Board of Directors of the Kom-
ax Group. The trends of digitalization, 
autonomous driving, and e-mobility 
also offer potential for growth and 
differentiation. These opportunities 

call for significant investment and 
the further recruitment and develop-
ment of highly qualified specialists.

Ensuring competitiveness
“The merger will put us in a po-

sition to respond to all these trends 
appropriately – and most importantly 
of all with the necessary speed so 
that we can preserve our competi-
tiveness,” explains Matijas Meyer, 
CEO Komax Group. “As a result, the 
customers of the merged com-pany 
will continue to have a reliable part-
ner that can impress them with in-

novative products and services.” This 
innovative strength and securing of 
competitiveness will also have a posi-
tive impact for shareholders and em-
ployees. The merger lays the founda-
tions for growth over the long term, 
investment in the future, and the cre-
ation of further jobs and apprentice 
posi-tions. The combined workforce 
of more than 3,000 employees will 
be given additional devel-opment op-
portunities in a cutting-edge technol-
ogy group, and will have a key part to 
play if the available opportunities are 
to be exploited.

One share, one vote
In addition to the capital increase, 

Komax will also propose to the An-
nual General Meeting that the exist-
ing voting rights restriction of 15% 
be rescinded. This will have the ef-
fect of strengthening Komax’s cor-
porate governance, in keeping with 
the principle “one share, one vote”. 
In addition, subject to successful 
implementation of the merger, Kom-
ax will propose the election of Jürg 
Werner to the Board of Directors. 
Jürg Werner is Chairman of the Board 
of Schleuniger AG, a member of the 
Board of Directors of V-ZUG AG and 
Haag-Streit Hold-ing AG, and served as 
CEO of Metall Zug AG from 2013 to 
2020. He holds a degree in elec-trical 
engineering as well as a PhD (Dr. sc. 
techn.) from the Federal Institute of 
Technology (ETH Zurich). Beat Kä-
lin as Chairman of the Board of Di-
rectors and the other five members 
of Komax’s Board of Directors will 
stand for re-election.

Anchor shareholder with a long-
term focus

With Metall Zug, Komax will have 
an anchor shareholder with a long-
term focus. In keeping with its new 
strategy communicated in 2019, 
Metall Zug is transforming into a 
holding com-pany with significant 
stakes in attractive Swiss industrial 
companies. The first step in the im-
plementation of this strategy came 
in 2020 with the spin-off and the in-
dependent stock mar-ket listing of V-
ZUG, in which Metall Zug has held a 
30% stake since then. The second step 
in the implementation of this strategy 
will now take place with the planned 
strategic stake of 25% in Komax fol-
lowing the merger with Schleuniger. 
“Metall Zug intends to hold its stake 
in Komax for the long term as an an-
chor shareholder,” emphasizes Martin 
Wipfli, Chairman of the Board of Di-
rectors of Metall Zug AG. “We were 
therefore happy to accede to the re-
quest to commit to a six-year lock-up 
period, during which we will essen-
tially not sell any shares.”

Subject to the Annual General 
Meeting approving the capital in-
crease, the merger will then be re-
viewed by the relevant competition 
authorities. The transaction will be 
executed once this process is com-
plete, which is likely to be the case in 
the third quarter of 2022. Until then, 
Komax and Schleuniger will remain 
independent of one another, and no 
shared business ac-tivities will take 
place.

Komax Holding AG and Schleuniger AG Seek to Merge
Continued from page 8
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The growth curve for WHIS was 

fairly steep in the early days, and 

in 2003 they moved into a 10,000 

square-foot facility. New projects and 

the establishment of an agreement 

with Siemens to assemble electrical 

panels they were producing for Car-

rier, led them to move operations to a 

22,000 square-foot facility. Following 

the Nuevo Leon State government’s 

program to create employment op-

portunities in the southern regions 

of the state, they made the strategic 

decision to establish a 15,000 square-

foot facility in the community of Ga-

lena, NL.

One of JEF’s biggest strategies has 

been to match capacity with growth. 

That’s why they combined both op-

erations into their current 44,000 

square-foot facility in Apodaca in 

2008. This location is very conducive 

to express shipments, as it just a few 

miles away from Monterey’s most  

important international airport.

In addition to making even fur-

ther inroads into the HVAC industry, 

WHIS has branched into other impor-

tant markets over the past few years. 

Among those are transportation, 

lighting, and electrical tooling. All in 

all, they sell over 10,000 part num-

bers among their various customers. 

JEF and Maggie were also very ex-

cited to talk about the more recent 

addition of two additional markets. 

They are building thousands of har-

nesses for a huge player in the medi-

cal arena. The company makes devic-

es and equipment for hospitals and 

surgical centers. 

The other huge growth product 

is in automated warehouse material 

handling. They are very proud to be 

building harnesses for the robotic 

devices for Amazon and are very ex-

cited about additional opportunities 

in the robotics industry.

With 160 employees, the company 

currently runs one and a half shifts. 

With a ton of business coming back 

to Mexico from China, they recently 

decided to add a new resource man-

agement system. They want to be 

ready for all the challenges of this 

influx of new business coming their 

way. “We recently brought in SAP en-

terprise resource planning software 

to effectively support our core busi-

ness operations, supply chain man-

agement, warehouse management, 

sales, customer relationship and ad-

ministrative functions,” Maggie ad-

vised, “and we feel strongly that we 

can handle all of our workflow issues 

through the new SAP system.”JEF and 

Maggie are convinced that flexibil-

ity is their key to growth, and have 

always stayed way out in front with 

manufacturing space, capital equip-

ment, and enterprise software.

Monterey tends to have a better 

educated and more stable workforce 

than other areas of Mexico where 

harnesses are built. But WHIS enjoys 

a much lower turnover than other 

manufacturers, even in their region. 

“Part of this is because we have bet-

ter wages for our employees than 

other similar facilities in our area, but 

_____________ Continued on page 14
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we also concentrate on having a safe 

and happy work environment, and 

that helps a lot,” Maggie explained.

WHIS obtained their initial ISO 

certification in 2005 and are cur-

rently certified to ISO 9001:2015. 

Their cord sets, power supplies and 

wire harnesses have been certified 

by UL. The company uses Advanced 

Product Quality Planning (APQP) to 

ensure adherence to customer re-

quirements. JEF wanted to make the 

point that strict adherence to quality 

standards does not mean inflexibility. 

They have built a reputation among 

their customers for being able to re-

act quickly to any design changes. 

Team members are also encouraged 

to make recommendations for design 

improvement or to enhance manu-

facturability, which are then evalu-

ated by engineering and with the 

customer. 

One of the more noteworthy attri-

butes of WHIS is their extensive injec-

tion molding department. They have 

six different machines enabling them 

to handle a variety of shapes and 

sizes of grommets, plugs and connec-

tor encapsulations. “Our power cord 

business is growing a lot right now,” 

Maggie mentioned “and we currently 

have additional equipment on our 

wish list.”

When asked how they bring new 

business onboard, Maggie indicated 

it’s mostly through word-of-mouth 

and the website. Because of their 

quality and on-time delivery success-

es, they are constantly making deeper 

penetration into their current clients 

who ask them to take on more intri-

cate designs. 

Many opportunities present them-

selves to WHIS when a customer has a 

problem with a current supplier. “We 

knock on many doors and it can be 

very hard to get that customer if they 

are not having any problems,” Maggie 

explained. JEF added, “But when we 

do find that potential customer with 

a problem, it’s very important to find 

out exactly what that problem is – is 

it quality, delivery time? We need to 

be able to understand the extent of 

the problem so we can answer with 

the right solution.”

JEF and Maggie were eager to talk 

about their plans to expand their cor-

porate footprint with a facility in the 

US. Since most of their customers are 

in the US, it makes sense for WHIS to 

have a physical presence there. Ini-

tially, the facility will be a warehouse 

to facilitate their JIT and consignment 

inventory programs. They will also be 

quickly ramping up to do some final 

assembly work as well as rapid proto-

typing. In short, the facility will allow 

them to be much more reactive to 

their US customers in the HVAC in-

dustry. Searches are now being con-

ducted in several locations within a 

reasonable distance from the border. 

It’s hard to put into words the 

joy and exuberance JEF and Maggie 

exhibited when talking about their 

business. This father/daughter team, 

coupled with their valued engineer-

ing, production and support person-

nel, seem poised to grow the business 

and increase their global footprint. 

Wire Harness Integrating Solutions

Continued from page 12  ___________

JEF (Jose Enrique Fernández) and daughter Maggie.
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Sometime in the late 50’s ETCO 

began to manufacture a new line of 

products for Ark-Les Switch in Water-

town, Mass. This expanded the ETCO 

products to disconnects, rings and 

spade terminals, along with many 

other specially tooled products (Fig. 

2). This was a very good relationship 

which lasted until Ark-Les decided 

to manufacture their own products 

sometime in the 60’s. Ark-Les was a 

very quality conscious customer and 

demanded the best from their suppli-

ers which helped ETCO in the long 

run. 

With the gradual loss of the Ark-

Les business Joe Dunn, David’s father, 

began looking for new customers. He 

added direct salespeople and devel-

oped a group of excellent manufac-

turers’ reps across the country. 

One of the customers onboarded 

by the new strategy was Echlin Cor-

poration (later Automotive Controls) 

in Branford Connecticut. They be-

came an excellent customer after 

Joe sold Jack Echlin on a cold crimp 

method to attach spade terminals to 

the ignition coils. This replaced the 

slow process of soldering of the leads 

on the wires. ETCO also had a pat-

ented piece of equipment that would 

weld the wire to the terminal, but the 

cold crimp was faster. All these prod-

ETCO Celebrates 75 Year Anniversary Continued from page 1  ____________

_____________ Continued on page 18

Figure 1. Early reels with stamped parts.
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ucts were on reels of many thousands 

of parts. 

Throughout their history, ETCO 

has looked for ways to increase the 

customer’s productivity by putting 

the product on a strip and then ap-

plying it with a special piece of at-

taching equipment. Black and Decker 

became a terrific customer and ETCO 

automated many of their processes. 

“In one case, we took a very com-

plicated carbon brush terminal that 

was being welded and made the part 

in strip form with a crimp ear, thus 

eliminating the individual welding 

process,” David detailed.   

Sometime in the 70’s ETCO start-

ed a research and development fa-

cility to expand their tooling and 

attaching capabilities. The business 

was expanding, and they needed pro-

ductivity gains. ETCO was now man-

ufacturing parts in the hundreds of 

millions and adding presses instead 

of speed. They also expanded their 

custom tooling and attaching equip-

ment. There was great demand for 

productivity gains and that became 

the company’s specialty. “I remem-

ber we made a custom terminal for 

Black and Decker and married it to a 

tool that fed their grass whip into a 

strip fed aluminum terminal. We did 

this in four weeks, and it ran millions 

of parts for as long as the grass whip 

sold,” David said. The R&D facility also 

came up with an insulated discon-

nect which could be crimped first 

and then inserted into the insulator. 

This was an F or B crimp or a heart 

shaped crimp which was far superior 

to the crush crimp being used at the 

time. “We again married it to a pat-

ented applicator to attach and insert 

at the same time. This product was 

a huge success, and we still sell mil-

lions of this product today.” 

ETCO Research also made great 

strides in the mid 70’s to increase 

productivity as volumes increased. 

The presses were running very slow-

ly by today’s standards, and they were 

Figure 2.  ETCO’s disconnects, rings and spade terminals, and other 
specially tooled products.

ETCO Celebrates 75 Year Anniversary Continued from page 16  ___________
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stopping to change the reels and feed 

new coils of metal into the presses far 

too often. They decided to travel the 

world and see how other stampers 

were producing products. “It turned 

out the Germans and the Swiss had 

some amazing presses and tooling 

techniques. We learned about wire 

EDM machines made in Switzerland 

that revolutionized our tool making,” 

David described. 

The Swiss also made the Bruderer 

Press which was much more precise 

and much faster than what ETCO was 

using. “Once we introduced these im-

provements at ETCO we had to also 

tackle the issue of handling metal in 

much larger coils while collecting fin-

ished parts coming out of the press.” 

The new press manufactured as many 

as 2,800 parts/minute versus the 

original tool which made 400 parts/

minute (see image on Page 1). “You 

can see how this could change our 

factory. In one plant we went from 

45 presses down to 15 (all Bruderers) 

and more than doubled productivity.” 

ETCO had one of the first wire 

EDM machines (Agie) in New Eng-

land. The new equipment was not 

just fast, but much more accurate. 

“One of the reasons ETCO succeed-

ed for 75 years is because we always 

invested as much as we could in the 

best people and the best equipment, 

so we were ready for the push for 

zero defect in the 80’s. 

At this point, ETCO now had three 

factories. But a new product that Ech-

lin and Belden wanted them to pro-

duce for their automotive Ignition 

sets would require further expansion. 

“In 1979 we started the Automotive 

Division in Bradenton Fl to manufac-

ture this new product. It was used on 

spark plugs and distributors and was 

another big success for ETCO,” David 

cited. They used all the manufactur-

ing techniques they had developed 

in their factories. The Bradenton facil-

ity soon grew to 50,000 sq. ft. with 

125 employees. “We had almost all 

the aftermarket manufacturers and 

one very large OEM customer.” Today 

the FL plant is the largest US manu-

facturer of spark plug terminals.

These automotive customers also 

used insulators for these terminals 

called boots. They wanted to buy 

these from ETCO, so they added a rub-

ber molding facility. “We fabricated 

our own silicone rubber compounds 

ETCO Celebrates 75 Year Anniversary Continued from page 18  ___________
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for making these boots (insulators) 

so we could control the quality. Since 

there was one boot for every spark 

plug and distributor terminal, this 

area grew very quickly.” Again, they 

hired the best people in the industry 

who, in many cases, were very happy 

to move to Florida. 

ETCO was doing a fair amount 

of business in Mexico and were ap-

proached by one of their customers 

to enter into a joint venture to set up 

a manufacturing plant in Mexico City. 

It was named Telsa (Terminales Elec-

tricas SA). “We did this in the early 

seventies and ETCO owned 49% and 

the Mexican Company had 51%. We 

insisted, and they agreed, to give us a 

veto over any capital changes or bor-

rowing,” David described. This turned 

out to be a real problem when their 

Mexican partner was acquired by a 

very large conglomerate who wanted 

to have complete control. Surprising-

ly, everything worked out well. They 

offered ETCO a great deal for their 

49% and ETCO ended up supplying 

all the conglomerate’s plants as well 

as many others.  

During the 80’s and 90’s ETCO 

grew sales and profits in all of their 

4 divisions: Cord Products, Insulated 

Products, Engineered Products and 

Automotive Products. These were all 

run as separate profit centers with 

separate management and were fairly 

autonomous. 

They also started a small manufac-

turing plant in Toronto Canada which 

was very capably run by ETCO’s Ca-

nadian Rep organization. Canadian 

companies wanted to buy products 

_____________ Continued on page 22

ETCO’s insulated disconnects.

ETCO Products
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made in Canada, so this worked 

well for everyone. “This turned 

out to be a very good corpo-

rate structure and the divisions 

competed with each other in a 

very friendly way. It made for 

some fun quarterly meetings 

because these were all very 

sharp and competitive individ-

uals,” David outlined. 

ETCO has kept the Re-

search and Development and 

corporate management sepa-

rate. Each division developed 

products for their customer 

base and became the experts 

in their product areas.

Sales and profits peaked in 

2000 and the company had 

about 240 employees. For the 

next ten years sales and prof-

its dropped more than half 

because of competition from 

China. “Many of our customers-

built factories in China and 

many more went out of busi-

ness. This was the toughest 

time in ETCO’s 75 years -- to 

see so many friends and good 

companies fail.” David lament-

ed. “Having to lay off or retire 

over half our workforce who 

were like family, many who had 

been with us from the start, 

was very difficult. We only sur-

vived because we had no debt 

and were able to consolidate 

operations and slash our costs 

and overhead.” 

ETCO thought about pro-

ducing in China and found a 

very solid company to partner 

with, but the lack of control 

was just not appealing. “At this 

time, we had become almost 

religious about quality and 

zero defects. We all attended 

Crosby College and lived by 

the 4 absolutes.”   

1. The Definition of Quality
  is Conformance to 
 Requirements
  
2. The System of Quality  
 is Prevention
 
3. The Performance 
 Standard is Zero 
 Defects
 
4. The Measurement of 
 Quality is the Price of 
 Nonconformance.

“We didn’t think we could 
build this same quality into 
a plant halfway around the 
world with only 49% owner-
ship,” David asserted. 

For the past ten years, ETCO 
has been slowly building their 
products to fit what was need-

ed in the US and Mexi-
co. They also ship prod-
uct to India and China 
and have kept costs 
low to be competitive. 
“We’ve seen some cus-
tomers coming back 
to the US because the 
lack of quality, coupled 
with delivery prob-
lems, is costing more 
than the savings. 

The R & D center 
performs tear downs 
of major and small 
appliance brands to 
see where manufac-
turers can improve 
their connections. “We 
buy refrigerators and 
washing machines etc. 
from local retailers 
and make a complete 
analysis of their con-
nections. Many of the 
problems in the field 
come from faulty con-
nections and cost the 
manufacturers much 
more than they save.” 
They have also pointed 
out safety hazards and 
show how these situa-
tions can be avoided.

ETCO now has a 
lean and young man-
agement team, and 
their sales are making 
a comeback. “We are 
using the latest mar-
keting techniques and 
even selling in smaller 
quantities on Amazon.  
We are working with 
customers on new pro-
prietary parts since we 
still have our special 
tooling and assembly 
equipment capability,” 
David informed. More 
recently, they came 
up with a solderless 
battery post terminal 
which they put in strip 
form.  It saves on as-

sembly and gets the 

lead out.  

ETCO Celebrates 75 Year Anniversary Continued from page 21  ___________
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John Macaluso, ETCO’s President, 

spoke about current challenges and 

plans for the future. As with most 

companies, the biggest current chal-

lenge is the supply chain. ETCO an-

ticipated a rebound in late 2020 and 

built-up inventories in raw materials 

(metals, plastic components & silicon 

ingredients). “Since we source from 

US suppliers, the global supply chain 

meltdown did not immediately affect 

ETCO as demand exploded at the be-

ginning of 2021. However, as the oth-

er US manufacturers realized massive 

delays were coming from their tradi-

tional Asia and European suppliers, 

they turned to the domestic sources 

and bought everything off the shelf,” 

John described. This demand has ex-

ploded lead times and costs. ETCO 

updates customers every quarter on 

the extensive lead times and strongly 

encourages them to book orders for 

at least six months.

ETCO took over the manufacture 

of Pancon terminals in 2020. When 

Pancon phased out production in its 

manufacturing facilities in Massachu-

setts and California, ETCO purchased 

many of Pancon’s dies. “Modifying the 

dies to run in ETCO Bruderer presses 

continues to be a challenge. Howev-

er, we are getting the parts out,” John 

mentioned. They are now making 

more than 450 Pancon terminals in 

their US plants.

John is very proud of ETCO’s 

support of the environment. “When 

sourcing materials, ETCO focuses on 

domestic suppliers. The carbon foot-

print for US suppliers is dramatically 

less than international/overseas tran-

sit. It may cost more, but it is the right 

mindset.”

ETCO’s proprietary component 

program continues to explode since 

they reduced their production die 

cost to match Asia. As a result, com-

panies looking for custom stamped 

metal components no longer need to 

go overseas. One of the more popular 

aspects of this program is the com-

bination of high-speed stamping with 

a custom applicator from the equip-

ment group. This combination allows 

them to take a complex part and 

break it into two stages. First, they 

lay out a basic design that will run at 

high speeds in strip form through the 

Bruderer presses. They then ship the 

reels to the customer, who run the 

strips through an applicator which 

can add additional bends while at-

taching it to wire or mounting it on 

a thin film element. “This method 

dramatically saves on packaging and 

shipping costs. At the same time, we 

keep the part from getting damaged 

during shipping,” John concluded.

Current Products and Markets

ETCO’s Standard Product line in-

cludes quick disconnects, spade ter-

minals, male disconnects, pins, con-

tacts and receptacles. Many of their 

standard parts can be used as equiva-

lents to other popular manufacturers’ 

parts. 

_____________ Continued on page 25

https://tti.com
https://1.800.call.tti
https://1.800.call.tti
https://tti.com
https://www.cobrabraids.com
https://www.ttiinc.com/content/ttiinc/en/manufacturers/p-s/phoenix-contact/campaign/phoenix-contact-crimpfox.html
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Simplify the use of automated 

manufacturing and assembly solutions 

using intelligent 

harness design software

Easily drive 
harnesses from quote 

to manufacturing

Harness Builder 
for E3.series

Wire Harness Design, 
Quoting, Manufacturing, 

& Documentation

zuken.com/us/harnessbuilder

https://zuken.com/us/harnessbuilder
https://us.zuken.com/e3series-home/harness-builder/
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Visit tti.com or call
1.800.CALL.TTI to learn more.

TTI+
3M

Make TTI and 3M™ Round Conductor, Controlled 

Impedance Flat Cable, 7700 Series your go to for 

controlled impedance, low-voltage differential 

signaling, wire-to-board applications. 

Get the flexibility and speed you need to get 

those tough jobs done right – every time.

Flexibility is the Word with 3M™ 
Round Conductor Flat, Controlled 
Impedance Cable, 7700 Series.

3M is a registered trademark of 3M Company.

FAST
The Speed You Need,
Up to 20 Gbps

FLAT
0.025” Cable for
Tight Spaces

FOLDABLE
“L” or “S” Bends Don’t
Hamper Cable 
Performance

FIT
For IDC on .050” 
(1.27mm) Pitch

Up to 50 positions of
programmable differential
pairs, grounds and power 

For end-to-end terminations
or direct-solder PCB
applications

TTI, Inc. 
A Berkshire Hathaway Company

1.800.CALL.TTI • tti.com
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ETCO’s Cord Products line com-

prises cord set blades, ground pins, 

including blade/pin assembled prod-

ucts for faster power cord termi-

nation and molding. This line also 

includes Assembled cord set compo-

nents for mounting on printed circuit 

boards. This line also consists of Hos-

pital Grade Blades and Pins required 

for hospital power supply cord appli-

cations.

The Insulated Products line in-

cludes fully insulated terminals, that 

are a standard in the appliance in-

dustry and other industries requiring 

high temperature insulated terminals.

Automotive Products are mostly 

spark plug terminals and spark plug 

boots. But ETCO also manufactures 

battery cable terminals, heavy duty 

ring terminals, and stamped top post 

battery terminals as a replacement 

for cast lead. They also make equip-

ment to terminate these products to 

cable.

ETCO can also assist in the design 

of new terminals or special stamp-

ings either on a real or in loose 

pieces. They can tool the stamping 

die and make necessary application 

equipment. They are always eager to 

modify standard catalog part to con-

form to a customer’s specific require-

ment.

All of these products are produced 

to support customers in Agriculture/

Off-Highway, Aircraft Aerospace, Au-

tomotive After Market, Automotive 

OEM, Battery, Construction, Health 

and Medical, Marine, Lighting, Appli-

ance/Home Products, Communica-

tions, Electronics, Telecommunica-

tions, Truck, and HVAC industries. 

This article was compiled from 

content supplied by David Dunn, 

Owner, John Macaluso, President, 

Sean Dunn, VP of Marketing, John 

Carr, Senior Sales Manager, and Fred 

Bainbridge, ETCO Representative. 

Many thanks to the ETCO team, and 

congratulations on 75 years! 

ETCO Celebrates 75 Year 
Anniversary Continued from page 23  ___________

Joe Dunn, ETCO’s founder.

https://tti.com
https://1.800.call.tti
https://1.800.call.tti
https://tti.com
https://www.eraser.com
https://www.tti.com/content/ttiinc/en/manufacturers/3m/products/3m-round-conductor-flat-controlled-impedance-cable.html?utm=3m-202104-08&channel=banner&source=wiringharnessnews&campaigns=mfg-3m
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Positive ID
Assign wire and cable identity easily with Phoenix Contact marking systems. 
THERMOMARK ROLL 2.0 and ROLLMASTER printers feature material like heat-
shrink tubing and self-laminating wire-wrap labels. All Phoenix Contact shrink tubing 
is halogen-free and MIL-STD-202G, SAE AMSDTL-23053, and SAE AS-81531. Use our 
CLIP PROJECT software to customize exact sleeve lengths.

© PHOENIX CONTACT 2019

Make your mark. Request a free Material Sample Book:
www.phoenixcontact.com/wiremarking

IMC-002177-ADV_Positive ID_9.25x15.75.indd   1 8/6/2019   10:55:18 AM

https://www.phoenixcontact.com/wiremarking
http://www.phoenixcontact.com/us-TOOLfox
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Visit tti.com or call
1.800.CALL.TTI to learn more.

The Specialization You 
Need – TE Connectivity 
High Voltage Tooling   
and HEMS Kits.  

TTI+

TTI and the experts at TE Connectivity (TE) 
understand the unique challenges of working with 
Hybrid & Electric Mobility Solutions (HEMS) 
cables. Knowing the potential problem areas can 
help wiring harness manufacturers address issues 
before they begin to impact project outcomes. 

With TE HEMS Kits and HV-20T series termination 
machines you’ll have the tools necessary to make 
sure your EV projects arrive on time, and on 
budget – helping to realize your ROI. 

HV-20T
Crimping Machine

High force crimping for
cables up to 120mm2

Integrated monitoring
and vacuum system

Single button design
for safety and simplicity

Adjustable die platform
allows front, left or
right side operation

TE Connectivity and TE connectivity (logo) are registered trademarks

TTI, Inc. 
A Berkshire Hathaway Company

1.800.CALL.TTI • tti.com
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Co-op Students the Key to Plant 
Manager’s Success

By Paul Hogendoorn
___________________________

As I continue to share the 
Top 10 Tips I gleaned from 
industry leading manufac-

turers over my 40 year career, I al-
most missed sharing this one. 

When it comes to digitizing pro-
cesses on the plant floor in the pur-
suit of achieving “Industry 4.0” objec-
tives, it occurred to me that many of 
my most successful customers had 
benefitted from the youthful, tech 
savvy enthusiasm of college students 
working under the direction of the 
plant manager, getting ideas put into 
action that the manager, or his sea-
soned staff, was not able to do as ef-
fortlessly themselves. New technol-
ogy has its advantages, but it is not 
as exciting to the ‘more seasoned’ 
crowd as it is the younger generation 
that embraces it naturally and enthu-
siastically.

About a year ago, I was doing a 
presentation to a company that has 3 
plants and about 500 employees. The 
owner of the company was still in-
volved and was at the meeting along 
with his plant managers, CI manager, 
IT manager, CFO and a few others. Al-
most as a tag-along, one of them invit-
ed their co-op student to the meeting, 
likely because it was his responsibili-
ty to keep the co-op student gainfully 
occupied that four month term.

The demo went well and there 
were questions from all the different 
managerial perspectives; can the sys-
tem do this? Can it show that? Can I 
have all this one report? Can one per-
son have this dashboard and another 
that dashboard? How do you build 
dash boards? How easy is it to create 
different report templates? To answer 
the first few questions, I demonstrat-
ed step-by-step how those requests 
could be done. After a few questions, 
I deferred to the co-op student, ask-
ing “is this something you think you 
could do?”, to which he replied affir-
matively. Within minutes, all sorts of 
new ideas and suggestions came up 
from around the table, directed as 
much at the co-op student as to me.

A short time later, we closed the ini-
tial deal for the first plant, and as part 
of the onboarding process, we trained 
the co-op student along with the oth-
ers. The results were outstanding, and 
near immediate. The dashboards they 
set up were unique to their operation 
and their respective roles. All 3 plants 
were autonomously run and had their 
own ways of doing things, but “cor-
porate” (in this case, the owner) got 
the desired real time and period re-
porting information from all 3 plants 
in a consistent format. The ‘magic’, in 
this case, was more than the technol-
ogy, it was the co-op student, working 
in conjunction with the owner and 
plant managers.

The seasoned veterans knew their 
respective plants and roles inside 
and out; they are very smart and ac-
complished people, but new technol-
ogy often seemed foreign to them. 
It wasn’t critical to their day-to-day 

priorities and having to learn it often 
made them feel ‘stupid’ – which for 
me is the biggest mistake any soft-
ware or software company can make. 
(Never make the smart people in the 
plant feel stupid, and never make 
people look smart just because they 
know which way to swipe or what 
special jargon to use). At best, senior 
people only have enough time (and 
interest) to want to be taught how to 
use the system, not how to configure 
and tailor it; they leave that to other 
people in the organization (like the 
IT department), and those people 
are likely already overly busy or oc-
cupied. The co-op student, however, 
has no predisposition to existing in-
formation technology solutions, or 
any manufacturing processes for that 
matter. It makes them the ideal per-
son to explore new ways of collect-
ing, analysing and displaying informa-
tion for all levels of the management 
team, and the folks on the floor.   

In this particular case (and oth-
ers I’m aware of), the co-op student 
gained tremendous insight into all 
the aspects of the manufacturing pro-
cess, hearing what the needs were 
and developing the templates and 
reports, and the management team 
saw their best practices and insights 
properly leveraged and baked into a 
system that is useful and beneficial to 
them everyday. The managers weren’t 
forced to adjust their thinking to the 
format and standards of existing sys-
tems but instead were able to get the 
information and metrics in the way 
they wanted and in line with how 
they saw their manufacturing opera-
tion run.

It was truly a win-win-win. The 
co-op student gained tremendous 
knowledge and a tactile education in 
manufacturing. The managers gained 
real time information delivered to 
them in ways that mattered to them. 
The plant benefitted by seeing in-
sights extracted from data quickly, 
and then put into action and driving 
results. Plus, they now have first dibs 
on an excellent long-term and highly 
effect employee upon graduation.

For more information on this 
topic, or other best practices tips, 
contact Paul at Hogendoorn.paul@
gmail.com

Paul Hogendoorn

https://hogendoorn.paul
https://gmail.com
https://tti.com
https://1.800.call.tti
https://1.800.call.tti
https://tti.com
https://www.tti.com/content/ttiinc/en/manufacturers/te-connectivity/campaign/te-connectivity-hv-tooling.html?utm=te-202104-14&channel=banner&source=wiringharnessnews&campaigns=mfg-te-connectivity
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/leadership-putting-insights-into-action-jan-feb-2022-2/
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Wardwell Braiding Co.
1211 High Street Central Falls
Rhode Island, 02863 

Since 1911, Wardwell has designed, engineered and built 
braiding and winding machines in Central Falls, Rhode Island. 
Today, we are a global leader in machine technology, supported 
by our Wilms partner companies.

The best built machine must be provided with high-level training 
so your team can get the most out of it. Plus, we all know things 
eventually wear and need replacement.

Finally, although our machines are built to last (and they do), 
technology is constantly evolving and a retrofit might be a smart 
move to keep your machines at peak performance. 

We offer harness bbrraaiiddeerrss from 16 Carrier through 72 Carrier in 
both vertical and horizontal configuration.

Contact Wardwell at 401-724-8800 or sales@wardwell.com 
for help today.

NEED REPLACEMENT 
PARTS FOR YOUR 
WARDWELL BRAIDERS? 
WE GOT’EM.

NEED TRAINING FOR 
NEW EMPLOYEES?  
WE’LL DO IT.

NEED REPAIR OR RETROFIT 
WORK DONE ONSITE FOR 
YOUR OLD MACHINES? 
WE’LL BE THERE.

Wardwell AD6009 WHN 2021

The eMobility sector is cre-

ating many opportunities for 

the harness industry. OEMs 

rely heavily on contract man-

ufacturers to guide them in 

choosing wire with the proper 

performance capabilities. In-

creasingly, this includes not 

only an understanding of wire 

and cable conductors, but also 

knowledge of the polymers that 

surround and mate to them. 

These can be connectors, grom-

mets, strain reliefs or anything 

that makes up the completed 

assembly. This article deals with 

materials used in eMobility, 

and more specifically, charging 

cables and BASF’s Elastollan® 

material.  

 

WHN spoke with Christo-

pher Bradlee, Market Segment 

Manager at BASF about how 

their Elastollan brand of ther-

moplastic elastomers (TPUs) 

is meeting the challenges of 

the eMobility sec-

tor.  Elastollan is a 

premium jacketing 

material engineered 

through years of ex-

perience. It offers 

superior flame re-

tardant properties 

while still having 

the physical perfor-

mance of a TPU. 

This TPU has a 

wide range of uses 

across many mar-

kets and products. 

Its properties are 

particularly useful in 

eMobility, and more 

specifically charging 

stations. “A big part 

of the global require-

ment for charging 

cable outer jacket 

material is low con-

ductivity,” Chris men-

tioned. “You’ve got 

high voltage running 

through these cables, 

so you don’t want 

them to conduct 

electricity.” Another 

crucial requirement 

met by Elastollan for 

EV charging cables is 

hydrolysis resistance. 

As these cables are 

subjected to pro-

longed exposure to 

the elements, it’s cru-

cial that the chemi-

cal bonds in the ma-

terial do not break 

down with water 

over time. 

Charging station 

cables must also 

have good abrasion 

properties, along 

with good tem-

perature flexibil-

ity. “These materials 

have to be resistant 

to cold, heat, sun and 

rain, but they must 

also have good abra-

sion resistance. They 

are dragged along 

the ground continu-

ously and would 

High Performance Cable Jacketing 
for the eMobility Market

mailto:sales@wardwell.com
https://eccco.com
https://www.wardwell.com/products/braiders/
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/high-performance-cable-jacketing-for-the-emobility-market/
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Visit tti.com or call
1.800.CALL.TTI to learn more.

+

For five decades TTI has held to Paul Andrews’ 
original, driving principle – 

“Do what you say you’re going to do and 
provide exceptional service.”

This basic mission combined with our premier line 
card is why we’ve become a world leader in IP&E 
component distribution. To this day, every order, no 
matter how small receives our best, meeting the 
standard of right parts, right place, right time. 

With TTI you get Fifty Years  
of Excellence, Experience & 
Valued Supplier Partnerships.

TTI, Inc. 
A Berkshire Hathaway Company

1.800.CALL.TTI • tti.com
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easily wear if they didn’t have good 

abrasion toughness,” Chris informed. 

Excellent resistance to tears, cuts, oil 

and grease along with good tensile 

properties are also charging station 

cable essentials. Elastollan has all of 

these bases covered. He also men-

tioned that the material meets the 

challenge of coiling as well. It holds 

the coil and does not harden or break 

along the bend radii. 

 

It’s also important that these jack-

eting materials do not bloom. “Bloom-

ing is when the functional additives 

inside the product bloom, or come 

up to the surface,” Chris explained.  

“Polymers often times have additives 

that enhance their processability, im-

pact resistance or other performance 

benchmarks. But it doesn’t do you 

any good if your UV resistance addi-

tive blooms to the surface over time.” 

Chris was then asked about any 

challenges with sealing Elastollan. “It 

really depends on the compatibility 

of the polymers, but overall, it seals 

quite well. TPUs generally have good 

compatibility with many polymers, 

but poor compatibility with a poly-

ester, so if you’re putting a TPU and 

polyester together, you may need an 

adhesive,” he clarified.  

Elastollan TPU does have good 

compatibility with most overmold 

materials. “These materials are gen-

erally TPUs or other elastomers, and 

their improved adhesion to Elastollan 

is due to its low filler content. High 

filler content can greatly affect adhe-

sion,” he revealed. “This is one of the 

big value propositions of Elastollan, 

that it has good grommet adhesion.” 

As far as processability, Chris men-

tioned that Elastollan TPU is pretty 

standard. It’s similar to other materi-

als that harness manufacturers would 

be using, with no special handling or 

stripping requirements. One thing 

it does have is excellent colorabil-

ity, with a wide spectrum of colors 

available. This can be very important 

to OEMs when they design cables. 

Another important aspect about the 

material is that it is globally available. 

As you may have surmised, BASF 

does not actually make the cables. 

They supply bags of pellets to the 

cable manufacturers who extrude 

the material over various conduc-

tors to make different types of wire 

and cable. But sourcing cable with 

Elastollan is pretty simple. “They can 

contact me, and I will point them 

to a supplier,” Chris suggested. In 

fact, with any questions regarding 

the suitability of a cable to an appli-

cation, Chris encouraged reaching 

out to him. “We have a whole team 

of experts who know the standards 

for charging cables and connectors, 

and we also have a whole product 

regulatory support group who know 

the regulations globally.” He stressed 

that regulations vary from country to 

country. These regulations extend to 

things like cable specifications and to 

important restrictions that may also 

exist. “Not only do we have the prod-

uct development experts who know 

the chemistries and how to develop 

solutions, but we also have the regu-

latory and stewardship experts who 

can help navigate product develop-

ment.” 

Chris wanted to stress the fact 

that BASF covers a wide range of of-

ferings to the wire harness industry. 

“We already covered the cable jacket 

material, but readers should know we 

have the Engineering Plastics group 

who do all the fire resistant PBTs for 

the connector industry.” Fire resistant 

PBTs are an emerging trend within 

the wire harness industry, and BASF 

has the same level of product and reg-

ulatory experts to handle PBTs that 

they do with the TPUs. Both materials 

can be used to produce high-strength 

cable management components like 

wire ties, holders and mountings. 

In closing the discussion, Chris 

wanted to mention that BASF is a 

leading expert in sustainability. “I 

think as your readers go forward and 

learn more about us, they’ll see that 

we put a tremendous amount of ef-

fort into recycling, circular economy, 

and bio-based materials. I like to say 

that we create chemistry for a sus-

tainable future at every level.” 

You can contact Chris at +1 (734) 

512-3527, or at christopher.bradlee@

basf.com. Jump on the BASF website 

at wireandcable.basf.us for a plethora 

of information useful to our industry. 

Special thanks to Patti Presswood, 

MARCOM at BASF, for organizing 

the interview and keeping us on 

track. 

https://011822.pdf
https://christopher.bradlee
https://basf.com
https://wireandcable.basf.us
https://tti.com
https://1.800.call.tti
https://1.800.call.tti
https://tti.com
https://www.tti.com/content/ttiinc/en.html?utm=tti-202104-03&channel=banner&source=wiringharnessnews&campaigns=tti-brand
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/high-performance-cable-jacketing-for-the-emobility-market/
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PowerStrip 9580

schleuniger.com

High-End Cut & Strip Machine for 
Efficient and Precise Production
The PowerStrip 9580 automatic cut & strip 
machine was designed with a focus on high-
precision processing, excellent production 
output and a high degree of production 
flexibility. It is available in four basic 
configurations, combining processing with 
functional modules to cover a wide range of 
wire processing applications.

 � High-precision processing of discrete wires 
with cross sections up to 70 mm² (2/0 AWG), 
shielded cable and complex multiconductor 
applications

 � Modular, flexible and retrofittable machine 
concept

 � Innovative machine control for high 
productivity and process reliability

 � Short changeover times and intuitive 
machine operation

 � State-of-the-art safety concept

Wire Solutions for a Connected World

https://schleuniger.com
https://www.schleuniger.com/en/
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electricalwireshow.com 

REIMAGINED TRAINING  
& EDUCATION 
 
EXPANDED NETWORKING 
 
INCREASED ACCESS TO 
INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Presenting A New  
Expo Experience
 
Your industry advocate — the Wiring 

Harness Manufacturer’s Association — is 

leading the development of a new Expo 

experience driven by the needs of electrical 

wire and cable processing manufacturers 

and suppliers. It’s your industry — now it’s 

your show. Get wired in and inspired — 

mark your calendars today!

Produced by:

WISCONSIN  
CENTER 
MILWAUKEE, WI

MAY 10–12: 
CONFERENCE

MAY 11–12: 
EXHIBITION

Produced by:

Featuring
IPC SummerCom
Standards Development 
Committee Meetings
May 7-12

https://electricalwireshow.com
http://www.electricalwireshow.com
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Who Should Attend the Expo?
Decision-makers who design, specify, purchase, install, sell, maintain or 
manufacture electronic cable assemblies, cord sets, wiring harnesses and other 
related products for the following industries:

Tuesday, May 10  

7:00 am .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Registration Opens

9:00 am-6:00 pm  .  .  .Conference

Wednesday, May 11  

7:00 am .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Registration Opens | Coffee Service in Lobby

8:00 am-8:45 am  .  .  .  .Keynote

8:45 am  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

9:00 am-7:00 pm  .  .  .  Exhibits Open

9:00 am-10:30 am  .  .  .Networking Morning Refreshment Break with Mimosa Bar

9:30 am-4:30 pm .  .  .  .Conference 

2:00 pm-3:30 pm .  .  .  .Networking Afternoon Refreshment Break

4:30 pm-7:00 pm  .  .  .After Hours VIP Party

Thursday, May 12  

7:00 am .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Registration Opens

7:00 am-8:30 am  .  .  .  .Networking Breakfast with Exhibitors (Exhibit Hall)

8:30 am-1:30 pm  .  .  .  .Conference 

9:00 am-10:30 am  .  .  .Networking Morning Refreshment Break with Bloody Mary Bar

9:00 am-3:00 pm  .  .  .Exhibits Open 

1:30 pm-3:00 pm  .  .  .  .Networking Afternoon Refreshment Break

*Times subject to change

Aerospace

Defense/Military

Automotive/Transportation (Automobiles, Rail, Bus, Truck)

Consumer Technology (Business Equipment and Appliances)

Off Highway (Construction, Agriculture and Mining)

Medical Instrument

Recreational (RV, Marine, OPE & RTV)

Schedule at a Glance

http://www.electricalwireshow.com
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Who Should Attend the Expo? Education
Tuesday | May 10 

8:00 am-10:00 am
Workshop: Quality in Wire Processing – Troubleshooting Techniques and Tools
Speakers: Greg Douglas | Technical Services Manager for North America, Schleuniger and Rob 
Boyd | Senior Product Manager, Schleuniger

9:30 am-11:00 am
Workshop: Beyond Continuity & HiPot Measurements
Speaker: Christopher E. Strangio | President and Founder, CAMI Research Inc.

10:30 am-11:30 am
Seminar: Technological Solutions for the Post-COVID Labor Gap
Speaker: Lee Humphreys | Komax

1:00 pm-4:00 pm
Workshop: Basics of Ultrasonics and Ultrasonic metal welding
Speaker: Home Mojal | Telsonic Solutions, LLC

1:00 pm-5:00 pm
Workshop: Improving Reliability of Continuity & HiPot Testing
Speaker: Christopher E. Strangio | President and Founder, CAMI Research Inc.

Wednesday | May 11 

9:30 am-10:30 am
Seminar: High Voltage Harness Automation – Trends, Challenges and Solutions
Speaker: Rob Boyd | Senior Product Manager, Schleuniger

11:00 am-12:00 pm
Seminar: From Design to Test in Minutes: Fast Setup of Cable and Harness Testing Equipment
Speakers: Kevin Shelley | Product Manager, Cirris Inc. and Peter Rauch | Sales Engineer, 
adaptronic, Inc.

1:00 pm-2:00 pm
Seminar: Making Customer’s Designs Work for Your Manufacturing Team 
Speaker: Fergus Kendall | Cadonix Ltd

3:00 pm-4:00 pm
Seminar: Islands of Automation: Charting a Course for Design-to-Manufacturing Automation
Speaker: Paul Harvell | Product Director of E³.series, Zuken USA, Inc.

Thursday | May 12

8:30 am-10:30 am
Workshop: IPC/WHMA-A-620 Meet the Industry’s standard
Speakers: Teresa Rowe | Sr Director, Assembly and Standards Technology, WHMA/IPC and 
Cathy Hanlin | General Manager, Precision Manufacturing Company Inc.

10:00 am-10:30 am 
Conference: Common Misconceptions in Testing - Limits of Fault Detection
Speaker: Christopher E. Strangio | President and Founder, CAMI Research Inc.

10:30 am-11:00 am 
Conference: Solutions for Final Assembly and Test in Large Installed Applications
Speakers: Kevin Shelley | Product Manager, Cirris Inc. and Peter Rauch | Sales Engineer, 
adaptronic, Inc.

10:30 am-12:00 pm 
Workshop: WHMA’s Wire Harness Operator program
Speaker: Carlos Plaza | Sr. Director of Education Development, WHMA/IPC

Schedule at a Glance

https://xn--e-7ca.series
http://www.electricalwireshow.com
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Joe DeMan, Interconnect Dynamics –  
An Amphenol Global Solutions Provider

Don Johannes, Anixter

Laura Wagner, Brady Corporation

Gustavo Farell, Cesar-Scott

Brent Stringham, DIT-MCO

Eric Harter, Dynalab Test Systems

Joe Roberts, Hellermann Tyton

Jennifer Means, IEWC

Tim MacAlpine, Komax

Charlie Ross, Schleuniger Inc .

Howard Strauss, Southwire Company
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MegaStrip 9680

schleuniger.com

Exceptional Processing Range for 
Large Cable Diameters
The MegaStrip 9680 automatic cut & strip 
machine processes single core wires, 
multiconductor cables and shielded cables up 
to 35 mm (1.38") in outer diameter. It is 
optimized for maximum production output and 
is offered in two basic configurations.

 � Precise, multistep stripping thanks to the 
Schleuniger multiblade cutting unit and 
SmartDetect quality monitoring system

 � High flexibility thanks to the SmartBlade 
system with exchangeable cartridges for the 
quick changeover of complete blade sets

 � Extensive libraries for recurring cable end 
types and processing methods simplify 
programming

 � Economical production and waste avoidance 
using up to two independent inkjet printers 
positioned downstream of the cutter head

Wire Solutions for a Connected World

https://schleuniger.com
https://www.schleuniger.com/en/
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We build, connect, power
and protect the world.
Most of us expect life to run smoothly. But we don’t spend much time 
thinking about what it takes to make that happen. Wesco does. Every day 
we leverage our tech-enabled supply chain solutions and help build a 
world you can depend on.

So you can live life uninterrupted.

Ingenuity delivered.

Wesco.com/ingenuitydelivered
210999A002 © 2022 Wesco International

Whether we’re talking 

about a steel water 

holding tank like those 

found in residential hot water heat-

ers or massive submerged offshore 

oil platforms, inhibiting corrosion on 

metal surfaces is critical. Cathodic 

protection, or CP, is a widely-used 

technique to control corrosion on 

metal surfaces by essentially making 

it the cathode of an electrochemical 

cell. 

The simplest method of protection 

connects the metal to be protected 

to a more easily corroded “sacrificial 

metal” to act as the anode. The sacri-

ficial metal then corrodes instead of 

the protected metal. 

For structures such as long pipe-

lines, where passive galvanic ca-

thodic protection is not adequate, an 

external DC electrical power source 

is required to provide sufficient cur-

rent. 

Cathodic protection systems pro-

tect a wide range of metallic struc-

tures in various environments. Com-

mon applications include:

• Steel water or fuel pipelines  
 and steel storage tanks

• Steel pier piles
 
• Ship and boat hulls

• Offshore oil platforms 

• Onshore oil well casings 

• Offshore wind farm 
 foundations

• Metal reinforcement bars in  
 concrete buildings and 

 structures 

Another common example is gal-

vanized steel, where a sacrificial coat-

ing of zinc on steel parts protects 

them from rust. 

Cathodic protection prevents cor-

rosion by converting of the anodic 

(active) sites on the metal surface to 

cathodic (passive) sites by supplying 

electrical current (or free electrons) 

from an alternate source. Usually this 

takes the form of galvanic anodes, 

which are more active than steel. 

Cathodic Protection: 
Keeping Corrosion to a Minimum

WIREwisdom

Eurotech can be your supplier for:
• Intercable components
• Backshells, manifolds, and terminals
• Legacy Schlemmer components
Our product support: 
• Hands on Technical Support
• Local Support in Manufacturing Facilities
• Experienced Technical Consulting
• Multiple Warehousing Locations
• Strong Supply Chain

Contact us to see how we can be your 
supplier these critical components.  

CONTACT US TODAY
+1-330-467-0205 • eurosales@eurotechdirect.com

Your Reliable Source for 
Intercable Backshells, 

Terminals and Manifolds 

mailto:eurosales@eurotechdirect.com
https://wesco.com/ingenuitydelivered
http://www.eurotechdirect.com/bluseal
https://www.anixter.com/en_us.html
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/wesco-anixter-wire-wisdom-mar-apr-2022/
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For stocking information visit 
waytekwire.com or call 

800-328-2724

Wide range of products from light weight 
flexible, split, and expandable braided 
sleeving to woven fiberglass and metal 

braided sleeving.

Waytek carries a variety of Techflex braided 
sleeving products that are engineered for a 
wide range of applications from wire, hose 
and cable bundling protection solutions 
to automotive, marine and industrial wire 

harnessing applications. 

TECHFLEX 
BRAIDED SLEEVING 
Manufacturing to the Highest Standards 

Since 1917

For stocking information call 800-328-2724 
or visit www.waytekwire.com/techflex

Where cost efficiency and durability are 
critical, trust Techflex’s experience in wire 

protection products. 

Fast and Easy Installation 
Longer Length Capabilities for Runs of Wire

Extreme Abrasion Protection

Understanding the corrosion pro-

cess is essential to truly grasping how 

cathodic protection cables work. 

How does steel corrode in water?

To understand cathodic protection, 

you must first understand how corro-

sion is caused. For corrosion to occur, 

three things must be present:

1. Two dissimilar metals;

2. An electrolyte (water with any  

 type of salt or salts dissolved 

 in it); and 

3. A metal (conducting) path 

 between the dissimilar metals.

The two dissimilar metals may be 

totally different alloys – such as steel 

and aluminum – but are more likely 

to be microscopic or macroscopic 

metallurgical differences on the sur-

face of a single piece of steel. 

In this case, let’s consider freely-

corroding steel, which is non-uni-

form. If the above conditions exist, 

the following reaction takes place at 

the more active sites: two iron ions 

plus four free electrons.

The free electrons travel through 

the metal path to the less active sites, 

where the following reaction takes 

place: oxygen gas is converted to ox-

ygen ion (by combining with the four 

free electrons), which combines with 

water to form hydroxyl ions.

The key takeaway is that engineers 

have found a way to keep this corro-

sion to a minimum. 

Your Partner in Innovation

Applying forward-thinking ingenu-

ity to solve critical business problems 

is one of the many ways Wesco har-

nesses creativity to help build, con-

nect, power and protect our world. 

With technical specialists supporting 

customers in more than 50 countries, 

Wesco is your global partner, commit-

ted to innovative thinking that pro-

duces meaningful results. 

Cut Wire Cleanly with the Xuron® Model LX 
Micro-Shear® Flush Cutter

Discover our full line of  
wiring harness tools at 

XuronIndustrial.com

• Micro-Shear®  
flush cutting results  
in clean, flat cuts

• Designed to cut soft 
wire up to 16 AWG  
(1.29 mm)

• Low profile return spring 
brings tool back to open 
position after each cut

• Ergonomically shaped handles 
fit medium and small hands

electricalwireshow.com 

REIMAGINED TRAINING  
& EDUCATION 
 
EXPANDED NETWORKING 
 
INCREASED ACCESS TO 
INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Presenting A New  
Expo Experience
 
Your industry advocate — the Wiring 

Harness Manufacturer’s Association — is 

leading the development of a new Expo 

experience driven by the needs of electrical 

wire and cable processing manufacturers 

and suppliers. It’s your industry — now it’s 

your show. Get wired in and inspired — 

mark your calendars today!

Produced by:

WISCONSIN  
CENTER 
MILWAUKEE, WI

MAY 10–12: 
CONFERENCE

MAY 11–12: 
EXHIBITION

Produced by:

Featuring
IPC SummerCom
Standards Development 
Committee Meetings
May 7-12
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https://xuronindustrial.com
https://www.waytekwire.com/techflex
https://waytekwire.com
https://xuron.com/blog/industrial-whn/
http://www.waytekwire.com/techflex
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/wesco-anixter-wire-wisdom-mar-apr-2022/
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Three Considerations for 
Choosing the Right Enclosure

By Rittal 
North America LLC

___________________________

Enclosures are the foundation 
to ensuring products run 
smoothly. They protect your 

electronic controls and equipment 
to run vital machinery. However, it 
is critical to use the right enclosure 
for the application. Ratings, material 
types and finishes, and style all play 
an important role in maximizing the 
protection of all electrical compo-
nents inside enclosures.

If you are using the wrong enclo-
sure for the environment, you risk 
exposing the internal components 
to hazards from dirt, dust, and de-
bris to chemical and liquid ingress 
which can cause equipment failure. 
Understanding the basics of enclo-
sure selection will help in choosing 
the enclosure that will protect your 
indispensable equipment and keep 
operations running.

1). Ratings
The National Electrical Manufactur-

ers Association (NEMA) and the In-
ternational Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (IEC) provide a set of standards 
that describe the degrees of ingress 
protection from dirt, debris, water, 
chemicals, and other liquids. Enclo-
sures that fit the ratings laid out by 
NEMA or IEC will need to be certified 
if they are to display the UL or TUV 
mark. Manufacturers will conduct 

product testing to verify that their 
specified ratings meet the testing re-
quirements.

Products that meet this level will 
have a mark of certification from 
companies including UL and TÜV. En-
closures with this mark ensure that 
the enclosure you’re selecting will 
provide the required protection for 
the environment and application as 
stated in the standard. Proper protec-
tion will help ensure a long service 
life of the equipment and controls be-
ing housed inside.

2). Materials and finishes
The material the enclosure is con-

structed from can play an important 
role in protecting the internal com-
ponents. From protecting against 
environmental factors like rain or 
chemicals used in washdown to pro-
tecting data integrating and prevent-
ing electromagnetic interference, the 
right material will provide added pro-
tection.

Polycarbonate is a thermoplastic 
and is used in applications where 
total weight is a concern such as in 
maritime use. It also resists corrosion 
and UV rays and offers a degree of 
water protection, so it is commonly 
used in outdoor applications includ-
ing solar or wastewater treatment. 
As it is a non-metallic material, it 
naturally prevents electrical arching 
or shorting. Its composition further 

_____________ Continued on page 40 

Your Best Source Since 1947
Call Today 1-800-342-1422     Fast Delivery!

Please visit our new on-line store at electricalproductsstore.com

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS SALES CORP

MS25036 • MS20659 • MS17143 • MS3367 • MS3368  • MS3339 • MS3341
MS21980 • MS21981 • MS35431 • MS77066 - MS77074 • MS25274

MS25435 - MS25439 • M83519 • M23053 • MS21266 • M23190
NAS1744-NAS1746 • MS25083 • MIL-C-83413/8 AND MANY OTHERS

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
SALES CORP.

https://electricalproductsstore.com
https://shop.electricalproductsstore.com/
https://www.mecalbystarn.com/
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/three-considerations-for-choosing-the-right-enclosure/
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    Need proven connector assembly and service tooling quickly & reliably?  

 Contact Astro Tool Corp.   
We have been designing, qualifying and manufacturing a wide variety of  

crimping and insertion/removal tools for more than 50 years.   

Items in stock ship right away!  
 Lead times are short and reliable!                                                                                                

          Astro Tool Corporation                             www.astrotool.com                      
   sales@astrotool.com                                    503-642-9853 

allows radio-waves to penetrate al-
lowing for protection of equipment 
that requires wireless transmission. 
Aluminum is a lightweight option 
that provides more durability than 
plastic. One of the main benefits of 
aluminum is that it allows heat to 
dissipate in addition to protecting 
against outside elements. Unlike its 
plastic counterpart, there is natural 
shielding from radio-frequency inter-
ference (RFI) making this a choice for 
those that need added security for 
the internal equipment. This material 
is commonly used in telecommunica-
tions, traffic control, and battery stor-
age applications due to its resistance 
to weather fluctuations. Additionally, 
it provides protection from alcohol, 
solvents, oils, and more.

Carbon and Stainless Steel are fre-
quently used in industrial applica-
tions as they both provide added 
protection and durability for most 
environments. Carbon steel is suited 
for most environmental conditions 
and have four grades based on car-
bon content – Low Steel, Medium 
Steel, High Steel, and Ultra High Steel. 
Stainless Steel has two composition 
types – 304 and 316 offering varying 
degrees of protection from corrosion, 
temperature fluctuations, and water. 
Its composition is fitting for oil and 
gas production, pharmaceutical man-
ufacturing, food and beverage, and 
many other industrial facilities.

Finishes can play an important role 
in the total cost and aesthetics of the 
enclosure. If you plan to make modi-
fications to the enclosure, you’ll want 
a finish that is resistant to scratches 
and chipping whereas a consistent 
and clean looking enclosure layout 
may be important in other areas of 

operations or customer interactions.
Blasting, Polishing, and Buffing will 

smooth out any roughness and create 
a polished finish. Blasting has the add-
ed benefit of completing the cleaning 
and finishing in one step which can 
reduce some of the cost. However, 
these options provide limited surface 
protection from external factors.

Wet or Powder Coating is an afford-
able option that creates a clean look 
and provide more color customiza-
tion options compared to other fin-
ish choices. However, it is prone to 
scratching and chipping which can 
add costs if the panels are being mod-
ified. Any finish damage will need 
to be redone to provide the proper 
grounding protection and keep the 
aesthesis of the enclosure looking 
clean.

Zinc plating provides a grounded 
coating that does not chip or scratch. 
This ensures the integrity of the en-
closure remains intact even through-
out modifications. The entire surface 
is immersed in the zinc coating en-
suring complete protection and 
keeping the aesthetic appeal of the 
finished enclosure.

3). Enclosure style
Choosing an enclosure style to fit 

your application specifications is cru-
cial to creating a solution designed 
for your needs. Deciding on unibody, 
modified, or modular can be challeng-

ing; starting with your unique needs 
will put you on the path to success. 
Determining how the enclosure will 
be used today and what the future 
application needs are will help in the 
decision-making process.

Unibody: Heavy gauge sheet steel 
welded together are the defining 
characteristic of unibody enclosures. 
They can create a durable enclosure; 
however, fewer access point will be 
available. This can make it challeng-
ing for maintenance and modifica-
tions. Additionally, it limits flexibility 
so using this option in certain en-
vironments including maritime or 
earthquake prone areas, may actually 
diminish its integrity due to the vi-
brations and shock the structure will 
undergo.

Modified: While there is a lot of 
talk around modified enclosures, they 
only allow you to add customizations 
to an existing structure. Creating cut-
outs for controls, switches, and more 
is a necessity, but you are limited to 
how customized the complete enclo-
sure will be.

Modular: Choosing a modular so-
lution, presents more control over 
the final customization. The ability to 
modify all panels with the necessary 
cutouts or additions is still an option, 
but you gain the ability to create ad-
ditional updates or modifications as 
facility and operational needs change. 
In a modular solution, the strength of 
the enclosure system is in the frame, 
making this a strong, durable, and 
flexible option. It also allows replace-
ment of a single panel if numerous 
changes are needed, supports the 

separation of sections within the en-
closure using various sized panels, 
or connecting enclosures together 
across all sides. Modular enclosures 
grant ultimate control over your end 
solution and accommodate the needs 
of tomorrow in a more cost-effective 
way than unibody.

Making an informed choice on en-
closure selection will lead to a suc-
cessful solution built for longevity. 
Along with understanding the envi-
ronment and application needs of 
your enclosure, insight into the rat-
ings, material types, and enclosure 
styles will boost your knowledge 
throughout the enclosure selection 
process. You will be able to confi-
dently select the enclosure for your 
unique needs and have assurance 
that your choice will not only sup-
port current needs, but the require-
ments of tomorrow.

About Rittal North America, LLC
Rittal North America, LLC is a glob-

al manufacturer of industrial and IT 
enclosures, racks, and accessories, in-
cluding cooling solutions and power 
management systems for industrial, 
data center, outdoor, and hybrid ap-
plications. Rittal provides innovative, 
high-quality solutions for practically 
any industrial or IT infrastructure 
application, from single enclosures 
to comprehensive, mission critical 
systems. Products are tested and cer-
tified to the appropriate standards 
that apply, including UL, CSA, ATEX, 
NEMA, and more. For more informa-
tion, visit http://www.rittal.us. Ready 
to design your enclosure? Check out 
the Rittal Configurator Tool.

Continued from page 38 ___________  
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FKN Systek Inc.

Tools For Electronics Assembly

C200 Pneumatic Crimp Press

www//fknsystek.com

Economical pneumatic benchtop crimp tool 
Accepts a variety of dies from different manufacturers  

Air operated using standard factory air (5bar min)
Pressing capacity of up to 1,200 kp. 

Speed up your low to medium volume wire crimping process by
using the FKN Systek benchtop crimp press to replace the hand 
crimping process. This tool uses the same dies you are presently 
using with your hand operated crimper. 

For more information
Call 508 376 2500

FKN Systek 115 Pleasant Street Millis, MA 02054
Tel:  508 376 2500  Email  fkn@fknsystek.coml

E mail  fkn@fknsystek.com

http://www.rittal.us
https://fknsystek.com
https://www.astrotool.com
mailto:sales@astrotool.com
mailto:fkn@fknsystek.com
mailto:fkn@fknsystek.coml
https://www.astrotool.com
http://www.fkn@fknsystek.com
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www.Hellermann.Tyton.com

FlagTags: Easy to 
See, Easy to Apply
HellermannTyton’s new FlagTag for wires and 
cables provides a large print area that can 
display data, bar codes and graphics – even in 
cramped spaces. 

FlagTag’s “locking tail” ensures the label stays 
put. A center perf keeps the perfectly folded 
labels from sticking to one another.

Templates included in TagPrint® Pro print 
software ensure professional, two-sided results 
on thermal transfer and laser printers.

Ideal for:
Server racks  •  control rooms 
mobile news vehicles  •  cramped enclosures

Talk to Jon Palmer to learn more.  
JPalmer@htamericas.com 
www.hellermann.tyton.com/flagtag
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When the pandemic 
hit in 2020, DIT-MCO 
International—a lead-

ing designer and manufacturer of 
electrical wiring test equipment—
vowed to make NETS programming 
and operation training easily acces-
sible for their customers. Next Gen-
eration Electrical Test Suite (NETS) 
is DIT-MCO’s software for test script 
creation and execution. Prior to CO-
VID-19, a NETS programming and 
operation class could only be taught 
with a live, face-to-face instructor at 
DIT-MCO’s Kansas City, MO facility. 
The pandemic forced everyone to 
rethink how business was done, and 
DIT-MCO was no different. 

Traveling for business and pleasure 
was almost non-existent, but the need 
for training did not go away. Being a 
manufacturer on the governments 
“essential business” list, the doors of 
the operation were able to remain 
open, and with a great team, they 
were able to safely continue manu-
facturing wiring harness test systems. 
However, the doors to visitors were 
closed. This affected all of DIT-MCO’s 
customers, especially the ones who 
needed NETS training as classes are 
regularly held throughout the year. 
Rather than asking for 
customers to risk their 
safety, the technical 
training specialist, Dan-
ny Roth, and his team 
went to work creating 
a solution to meet the 
training restraints.

What is the solution? 
E-Learn NETS 460 

training and Virtual 
Instructor-Led Training 
(VILT). 

What is the differ-
ence? 

E-Learning NETS 
Training

While they are both 
completed online from 
the comfort of the cus-
tomer’s home or office, 
there is a difference. 
E-Learn NETS training 
is a pre-recorded, self-
paced learning method 
where the instructor is 
not live or immediate-
ly available. The class 
breaks NETS down by 
topic and goes through 
modules that can be 
paused, rewound, and 
restarted. You can com-
plete this form of train-
ing over the course of 
10 days. All questions 
about the NETS course 
are answered by the 
trainer via email or 
phone call. 

Virtual Instructor-
Led Training (VILT)

VILT is a live training 
class with an instructor 
who is teaching a class 
full of students. The 
difference is that VILT 
is completed virtually 

in an online meeting format. A live 
instructor gives students the oppor-
tunity to interact and ask questions 
as they arise. Throughout the course, 
there are a number of class exercises. 
VILT makes it easy to not only com-
plete these assignments, but it also 
allows for the ability to ask questions 
in real time. Students can take this 
class from the comfort of their work 
or home office. 

Even as the pandemic continues, 
concerns for safety remain at an all-
time high. Traveling to Kansas City to 
DIT-MCO’s facility presented a chal-
lenge that some customers did not 
want to face. DIT-MCO quickly sprang 
into action and offered two alternate 
options to meet training needs. This 
kept people out of airports and away 
from other students. 

An important aspect of having alter-
nate training options is convenience. 
Apart from safety, DIT-MCO created 
training options that can be used long 
after the pandemic is over. VILT NETS 
Training and E-Learn NETS Training 
eliminate travel time and costs, along 
with keeping people available for 
their own company. A live, in-person 
NETS training class runs for four days, 
Tuesday through Friday. Depending 

on the location of customers, this 
often involves two travel days, along 
with four to five days in a hotel room. 
VILT is designed to reduce that stress. 
Gone are the costs for flights, rental 
cars, and hotels. In addition, the stu-
dent eliminates all of the hours spent 
traveling. 

DIT-MCO knows how important it 
is for customers to have all of their 
employees available. 
Having an alternate 
option for training 
gives customers that 
same sense of com-
fort. This is especially 
true in the case of an 
emergency. No one 
expects or wants a 
crisis to happen, but 
the reality is an emer-
gency can occur at 
any time. Keeping 
employees in their 
office and available 
for immediate com-
munication can be 
the difference be-
tween an emergency 
being resolved ver-
sus it causing further 
issues. 

Effectiveness and Engagement
However, in order for VILT to be a 

success for both DIT-MCO and the 
students taking the class, students 
need to fully understand NETS when 
they complete their training. Danny 
Roth, technical training specialist, 
said this about VILT’s effectiveness, 

Training in the Virtual World

_____________ Continued on page 44 
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2 - AMP ‘K’ Presses, P/N 535435-5-AJ
1 - AMTI ‘The Shrink’
1 - BURNDY PAT644XT-18V Hydraulic Crimp Tool
3 - FILTER 1 BFS5-4-5FC Double Sided Downdraft Work Stations  
4 - FILTER 1 BFS5-4-5FC Downdraft Work Stations  
1 - HANKE 963 Crimp Press, 2011 (ARTOS Crimpmatic 963)
2 - HELLERMANN-TYTON TT230SM, TT330SM Thermal Transfer Printers
1 - HIOKI 116 X-Y HiTester
1 - IDEAL STP Shielded Twisted Pair Cable Stripper
1 - JST Press, Model AP-K2N 
1 - JUNQUAN 2T Semi-Automatic Terminal Crimping Machine, 
  Model SATC-20, 2007
1 - KODERA C551 Cut/Strip/Crimp Machine
1 - KOMAX BT752 Bench Top Crimper, 2014
1 - KOMAX Gamma 333 Crimping Machine w/KINGSLEY KIP-20 Hot Stamper
1 - KOMAX Gamma 263 Crimp to Crimp Machine, 2014
1 - KOMAX DPS272 Coiler
8 - MAJOR 5002, 5001 Bench Top Strippers
1 - MARK ANDY INC Model 830-70 Label Printer/Rotary Press for die cutting
1 - MECMESIN MultiTest 5-I Tester, 2015
1 - MOLEX TM2000 Crimp Press
1 - MOLEX Crimping Tool, P/N 1928 60107
1 - MORGAN G-100T Molding Press, 2015
1 - NEB 64-Carrier Harness Braider
1 - ONDAL Linear TaperS, 2016
1 - PANDUIT CP-881 Semi-Auto Ferrule Inserter w/Tool Kit
1 - PANDUIT PCP-10 (CPD-24-156F) 
2 - PINES Model CNC10 Coaxial Tube Benders
1 - QCOMP TECHNOLOGIES Prefeed, Model HPF2001
1 - RAMATECH Prefeed, Model ABW 800/300, 2005     
 3 - RINNAI COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS C199 Hot Water Systems
1 - SCHAFER MEGOMAT Primo-XLT Wire Processing Machine 
  w/MECHTRIX MPF-35 
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CC36SP CrimpCenter, 2019
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CP1500 Heavy Duty Coiler 
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CP1250 CoilerPan 
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CenterStrip CSU 
1 - SCHLEUNIGER CT65 Hydraulic Crimper, 2015 
1 - SCHLEUNIGER EC3200 EcoCut, 2012
8 - SCHLEUNIGER US2015 Wire Strippers 
10 - SCHLEUNIGER US2500 Wire Strippers 
1 - SUMIMARK IV Marking System, 2014
1 - TE High Voltage Hydraulic Crimping Machine, P/N 528008-4, 2014
2 - TRUEBLOOD Injection Molding Machines, A-25-4, A-50-4
27 - AMP/TYCO, MECAL, MOLEX Applicators

 Contact: Martin Kenner
COMMISSION BROKERS, Inc.
P.O. Box 8456 • Cranston, RI 02920-0456
Tel: (401) 943-3777 • Fax: (401) 943-3670
Website: www.commissionbrokers.com 
E-mail: marty137@aol.com

“It can be just as effective as physi-

cally being here. I’ve found it often 

depends on the environment of the 

students. Are there distractions from 

their surroundings? Are they being 

interrupted by co-workers or if work-

ing from home, small children? If the 

students are able to limit these dis-

tractions and remain engaged, VILT is 

an excellent alternative to attending 

a physical class. If there’s a high like-

lihood of external distractions and 

interruptions, then the cost and time 

spent attending physically is well 

worth it.”

In order to have an effective VILT 

training class, the students need to 

be engaged. Without being face to 

face, it can be a challenge to know 

if the students are engaged. That is 

a challenge that the trainer must 

overcome. DIT-MCO’s trainer often 

has a classroom full of face-to-face 

students, plus a screen full of virtual 

students. ‘He offered some advice 

on ensuring full engagement for the 

virtual students that trainers can’t 

see:’ “The best advice I would give 

to anyone transitioning to VILT is to 

always remember your virtual stu-

dents are there with you.  Learn their 

names and ask direct questions, not 

just “Are there any questions?” Give 

time to formulate an answer. Take 10 

to 15 minute breaks after every hour 

or so of instruction. Remember, the 

students are likely sitting at a desk in 

front of a computer or laptop watch-

ing your presentations and listening 

to you. Give everyone time to stretch 

and move around a bit, grab a drink 

or snack, etc.” 

An important aspect of being en-

gaged in a class is the answering and 

asking of questions. This lets the train-

er know that the student is paying at-

tention and is engaged in learning the 

material. “Start the virtual meeting a 

few minutes early and stay online af-

ter the scheduled end of day for any 

student that may have questions they 

don’t feel comfortable asking with 

everyone else listening,” said Roth. 

During an in-person or virtual class, 

a useful technique to create engage-

ment and begin the training process 

is to give students programming as-

signments. Programming assignments 

allow students the chance to show-

case what they have learned through-

out the course and write custom 

test scripts. Whether the student is 

in person or virtual, each student’s 

script is submitted and run on a DIT-

MCO analyzer by the trainer. These 

assignments allow the trainer to 

measure student progress in learn-

ing NETS and allow for helpful dis-

cussions if there are any issues with 

the assignment. Showing each stu-

dent’s test script in front of the class 

allows the instructor to illustrate dif-

ferent ways to complete the assign-

ment. Students are only given a sche-

matic diagram and a wire list, and 

they are told to create a test script 

from scratch. Due to companies tak-

ing a different approach to testing, 

no two test scripts are the same. It 

can act as a confidence boost for the 

student to see their script run suc-

cessfully on a DIT-MCO analyzer. Fol-

lowing the training class, they remain 

confident that they will be able to 

write test scripts for their company’s 

product as well. 

Challenges

Even with all of the hard work of 

the DIT-MCO team, it did not come 

without hurdles. It was an adjustment 

to all who were involved, students 

and the trainer. Roth explained, “The 

biggest challenge with hosting a four-

day VILT course is time zones. The 

first VILT class we held had students 

from four different time zones. Stu-

dents on the East Coast started their 

day a little later than they normally 

would while those on the West Coast 

started a bit earlier. To go along with 

this, we had to schedule lunch at a 

time that would accommodate every-

one.” 

Other than logistical challenges, 

DIT-MCO’s facility classroom wasn’t 

fully equipped to handle VILT classes. 

The AV equipment was lacking what 

it needed to effectively teach students 

through video conferencing. In order 

to change that, DIT-MCO bought all 

new video equipment. Luckily, they 

had recently bought an interactive 

touch monitor for in-person training, 

and the model also worked well with 

virtual students. It accommodated 

easy screen-sharing over video con-

ferencing, all while allowing the digi-

tal pen to be used for writing on the 

presentation. 

Conclusion

When it came to training, DIT-MCO 

had one goal in mind: give customers 

more options to become fully trained 

on NETS software. While met with 

challenges along the way, DIT-MCO’s 

training should be more polished 

and well-rounded to meet everyone’s 

needs moving forward in 2022. With 

a full year of e-learning and VILT train-

ing, DIT-MCO’s training staff is more 

experienced and prepared. While 

there will always be a learning curve 

adjusting to the virtual world, DIT-

MCO feels confident that their best 

years of training are ahead of them. 

Going forward, NETS training will re-

main easily accessible for all of their 

customers. 

Training in the Virtual World Continued from page 43 ___________  

VILT Class
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By Chris Beevers
Business Unit Director - 

Device Connectors, Phoenix 
Contact Americas Business Unit 
___________________________

Devices used in industrial 

applications are undergo-

ing multiple transforma-

tions in today’s fast-paced industrial 

environment. OEMs creating new 

products are dealing with opposing 

challenges when trying to design in 

connectivity. The Internet of Things 

(IoT) is fueling end users’ thirst for 

more data and faster processing. The 

upcoming 5G network only embold-

ens that thirst. Pressure to reduce 

the cost of equipment and systems 

is driving new products to offer in-

creased functionality. Device manu-

facturers must take advantage of that 

functionality to ensure successful fu-

ture products. However, the pressure 

to minimize size and make end prod-

ucts easier to integrate and install is 

always present. 

The balance of meeting new trends 

and the classic needs of the market 

are a major challenge, and device 

manufacturers must think differ-

ently when creating new products. 

Standard connectors are not always 

the best choice to accomplish this. 

Customized connector solutions can 

help achieve the balance needed 

with many of these challenges. 

Fast-forwarding to the IIoT

Today’s megatrend of the Internet 

of Things (IoT) is creating new prob-

lems. Industrial device OEMs are un-

der pressure to bring new products to 

market that increase intelligence and 

functionality, while reducing overall 

product size. All of this must be done 

without sacrificing robustness. If new 

devices in industrial applications like 

controls, displays, or monitoring sys-

tems are not networked and easily 

accessible, the chance of their accep-

tance and success in the market is 

minimal. With the introduction of the 

IoT in the industrial world, the ever-

expanding IIoT is connecting more 

industrial devices to other industrial 

things in the field. The 5G network 

has “hit fast-forward” on that trend in 

a major way.

The only way new devices can ac-

complish this is by expanding both 

the I/O counts at the controller and 

the networking capabilities of all 

field devices. Additional I/O for an 

industrial-grade device requires more 

connections that can be easily ter-

minated in the field. Increasing the 

number of I/O counts within a de-

vice increases the size of that device. 

The constant pressure to reduce the 

overall size of devices on the floor 

and within a cabinet directly opposes 

this. Adding I/O while reducing size 

means more high-density connectors 

must be used. 

When trying to increase the func-

tionality of your product, the need for 

more data to process and the more 

signals to connect presents itself. 

The access to additional data of net-

worked devices has only fueled the 

interest of acquiring even more data. 

Reports of 40 billion-plus connected 

devices within the IIoT over the next 

Electronic Device Manufacturers Shouldn’t Fear Custom Connector Solutions - 
They Should Embrace Them

_____________ Continued on page 48

While there can be the upfront time and investment costs, customized 
connector solutions can be a smart and affordable option in the long 
run.

5G networks will accommodate 
more users and devices, making 
the IIoT possible.
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few years are everywhere.

This increasing appetite for 

data translates to increasing 

the number of networked end 

devices, and more connection 

points for the controller to 

manage. Increasing the amount 

of I/O in a device or integrat-

ing a new data connector for 

different networking protocols 

would be a simple achieve-

ment. However, the robustness 

of data connectors comes into 

question. Today’s data connec-

tors are fast and inexpensive. 

But industrial networks require 

more robust data connectors 

with wider temperature rang-

es, higher and vibration pro-

tection, and protection against 

liquid ingress, such as IP67 rat-

ings.

Advantages and disadvan-
tages of off-the-shelf con-

nectors 

Today’s OEMs face even 

more challenges than just ro-

bustness, functionality, and 

density. They are constantly 

battling with competitive pres-

sure. The features of their prod-

ucts alone may make them 

stand out. When that is the 

case, the OEM can simply go 

out and get a connector that 

works. When speed to market 

increases in importance, it’s 

great to have an off-the-shelf 

connector available. But the 

connector that works won’t al-

ways distinguish the individual 

product. Using an off-the-shelf 

connector comes at the ex-

pense of having an individual 

look and feel. New products 

are being developed faster 

than ever, making the market 

more crowded. With this influx 

of new devices, branding con-

nectors with an individual look 

and feel becomes more impor-

tant and can help a company’s 

device stand apart from the 

competition. 

The risk of quality problems 

is another concern for OEMs. 

Going with a 

new contact sys-

tem could open 

unknown prob-

lems that an off-

the-shelf contact 

system has al-

ready addressed. 

The validation 

process of a new 

contact system 

can be long and 

pose unknown 

problems that 

could lead to 

production delays. Given the 

speed at which the industrial 

world is moving today, a delay 

in production could have sig-

nificant costs, including loss of 

market share and loss of trust 

by the customer base. 

To bring products to market 

faster in this global economy, 

strong communication with 

development and manufactur-

ing partners is critical. For ex-

ample, when development is in 

one country, and production is 

done by an EMS partner in an-

other country, and distribution 

centers are in a third country, 

OEMs need to have better com-

munications and work with 

partners who can handle glob-

al communications.

Electronic Device Manufacturers
Continued from page 46 _____

Figure 2. Connectors with spring termina-
tion reduce size without sacrificing reli-
ability.
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• Model for extended applications 
• Processing of wires from 0.35 to 16 mm² 
• Four stations for high productivity and fl exibility
• HMI WireStar30 for intuitive operating
• Powerful machine software with network capability
• Ergonomic design modeled after customer requirements 
• High durability and longevity

CRIMPING MACHINE MEGOMAT 800
FULLY AUTOMATIC WIRE PROCESSING

Schaefer Megomat USA Inc.

2349 S. Commerce Drive
New Berlin, WI 53151, USA

Phone:  +1 262 524 1100
Fax:  +1 262 524 1133

E-Mail:  newberlin@schaefer.biz
Web: www.schaefer.biz

CRIMPING MACHINE MEGOMAT 800
FULLY AUTOMATIC WIRE PROCESSING

E-Mail:  newberlin@schaefer.biz
Web: www.schaefer.biz

Addressing concerns

Each of these problems can 

have a relatively simple solu-

tion when taken on its own. 

However, the balancing be-

tween these issues is what pos-

es the greater challenge. 

When taking on the 

challenge of increasing 

the I/O and reducing 

the overall size of a de-

vice, the only answer is 

higher density connec-

tivity. That sounds easy 

enough. But when tak-

ing into consideration 

the installation of your 

product and its usabil-

ity, this becomes a sig-

nificant challenge. For 

devices that require 

connection to multiple 

field devices, discrete 

wire termination will 

need to be accom-

plished somewhere. 

Utilizing a high-density 

connector on the con-

troller and pushing the 

discrete wire connec-

tions to another part 

of the control cabi-

net only pushes the 

increased cost to an-

other location that has 

the same challenge of 

space constraints. 

 Some connectors 

available today can 

help to reduce size. For 

example, moving from 

screw to spring termi-

nations can reduce the 

overall size of the con-

nection point, while 

increasing reliability 

and reducing cost (Fig-

ure 2). Another option 

might be to move to 

a hybrid-style connec-

tor that contains both 

power and signal con-

nections, so it reduces 

the overall size of the 

connector (Figure 3). 

But when consider-

ing data connectivity, 

very few options are 

available. High-density 

office-grade connec-

tors can’t withstand 

the high temperatures, 

higher shock, and vi-

bration requirements, 

and in many cases 

the ingress protec-

tion from liquids, that 

industrial-grade 

connectors com-

monly possess. 

Standard off-the-

shelf connectors 

just won’t meet 

the needs of in-

dustrial devices 

designed for the 

future. For ex-

ample, adding 

screw flanges to 

a data connector 

can help, but the 

temperature rat-

ings are not the same, and vi-

bration at the contact interface 

can cause problems when us-

ing the thin gold plating often 

used in office-grade contact 

systems. 

If you also need to consider 

the look and feel of your end 

product and want to create 

brand recognition, an off-the-

shelf connector cannot pro-

vide that individual look and 

feel. Thus, marketing managers 

must spend time differentiat-

ing their products to achieve 

the brand recognition they 

need.

Time to market is critical to-

day. Using an off-the-shelf stan-

dard connector solution will 

allow you to design in the con-

nector quickly. But the design 

process may require additional 

time due to considerations 

to make that connector more 

_______ Continued on page 50

Figure 3. Hybrid connectors combine sig-
nal and power into a single connector, 
saving space.
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Assemble Batteries with High Power 
& High Storage Capacities

Advanced solutions for Electric 
Vehicles, Charging Stations, & 
Energy Storage Systems

Sonobond’s 
ultrasonic metal 
welders quickly 
and reliably 
weld up to 100 
layers of anode 
and cathode 
foils – as thin as 
seven microns 
– to battery
tabs and
terminals,
without tearing!

They also easily 
weld the large 
wire bundles 
and HV terminals 
required for high power and high storage 
capacity batteries.

Using our patented Wedge-Reed System 
– with no external heat, current or � llers –
our units create strong, solid-state,
highly conductive welds, eliminating the

bending stress that can occur with our 
competitors’ lateral drive systems. Our 
System also eliminates the metallurgical 
defects such as porosity and intermetallics 

that commonly 
exist in fusion 
welds.

This System 
welds tinned 
and oxidized 
metals – a 
unique ability 
unmatched 
by any other 
ultrasonic 
system – as 
well as strand-
ed copper wire 
bundles up to 
100 sq.mm 
cross section.

Order Our Free Ultrasonic 
Welding Viability Test

It’s a “try before you buy” offer we’re happy 
to make! Visit our website or call us to set it 
up for you.

800-323-1269 • 610-696-4710 • Fax 610-692-0674
Web: www.SonobondUltrasonics.com • Email: Sales@SonobondUltrasonics.com

© 2022 Sonobond Ultrasonics, Inc.

robust. That means additional 

time in development and po-

tentially additional costs in pro-

duction. 

Finding balance with 
custom connectors

When considering all chal-

lenges, a customized solution 

becomes more and more attrac-

tive. If one connector met ev-

eryone’s needs, there wouldn’t 

be thousands of different types 

of connectors available today. 

A customized solution can be 

designed for the OEM’s spe-

cific application and meet the 

individual needs better than an 

off-the-shelf option. Custom-

ized solutions can meet the 

density requirements while 

integrating the connector into 

the individual product’s pack-

aging. A customized solution 

can consider usability in vari-

ous environments and provide 

the individual look and feel 

to make end products stand 

out from the competition and 

strengthen the OEM’s brand. 

A customized design can 

make the most efficient use of 

space in an application by in-

cluding the power, signal, and 

data connectivity needs. By de-

signing a connector for the spe-

cific need of a new industrial 

device, OEMs can achieve the 

greatest space savings without 

sacrificing the number of I/O 

or data connections. Increased 

robustness for data connectiv-

ity can also be achieved. A cus-

tomized data connector can 

meet the typical shock and 

vibration requirements, tem-

perature ranges, and ingress 

protection of liquids typical in 

industrial applications. With a 

customized solution, you can 

also integrate the connec-

tion technology into the 

electronic housing, ensur-

ing the most efficient use 

of space and reducing 

overall assembly costs.
It is a common misper-

ception that customized 
solutions are too expen-
sive and take too long to 
design. When looking only 
at the unit cost of mass-
produced commercial 
connectors and lead times 
for tooling, a customized 
solution might be higher. 
But considering the con-
cessions that are needed 
in the design to meet the 
new trends, like increased 
functionality and reduc-
tion of the overall size and 
robustness in industrial 
environments, the cost 
for a custom solution be-
comes more attractive. 

Tooling lead times must 
be considered, although 
new technologies like 
prototype tooling and ad-
ditive manufacturing can 
greatly reduce times. Ad-
ditive manufacturing tech-
nologies are getting close 
to the same performance 
of the materials used to 
make a connector. Printed 
metals are coming closer 
to the performance of 
stamped and formed high-
conductivity copper, and 
plastic materials are also  
coming closer to the vari-
ous high temperature 
ranges and flame retardan-
cy needed for agency ap-
provals (Figure 4 page 52). 

But it is not just the con-
nector components that 
can benefit from additive 
manufacturing. It is also 
the tooling used to make 
them. Additive manufac-
turing can create tooling 
that otherwise can’t be 
made with traditional ma-
chining. As an example, ad-
ditive manufacturing pro-
vides enough flexibility to 
place cooling lines in an 
injection mold in places 
that traditional machining 
cannot. In addition to how 

Electronic Device Manufacturers
Continued from page 49 _____

 ___ Continued on page 52
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the molds are designed, printing in-
jection molds and inserts can greatly 
reduce the lead time for injection-
molded components, making it pos-
sible to get a custom connector solu-
tion up and running quickly. 

Connector manufacturers today 
that have additive manufacturing ca-
pabilities in-house can be very valu-
able partners. They can experiment 
with new metal composites that can 
be printed and closely match the 
quality of traditional stamped and 
formed contact systems, or plastic 
materials that can come close to the 
performance of agency-approved 

plastics used in connector designs. 
Additive manufacturing is changing 
the way many OEMs consider custom 
connector solutions.

Working with a proven supplier 
with experience in customized solu-
tions can help in multiple ways and 
greatly reduce the development time-
line. By doing the necessary work, 
such as design validation and mold 
flow analysis, up front, a partner can 
reduce the development time by 
several weeks. In addition to that up-
front work, when a connector part-
ner has access to components from 
other connector designs that can be 
used in new custom solutions, they 
can address concerns regarding un-

known problems with new contact 

systems. 

A proven supplier with global rec-

ognition of the highest quality avail-

able is critical. By utilizing the con-

nector components or the know-how 

of an existing contact system from a 

broad product offering and redesign-

ing that into a new connector hous-

ing, the development timeline and 

tooling costs can be greatly reduced. 

That strategy can also reduce the 

time and cost associated with new 

agency approvals. The validation of a 

contact solution is a critical step in 

making sure you have a high-quality 

connection. Utilizing that know-how 

and existing validation is a significant 

savings.

All quality connector manufac-

turers have a development process 

with milestones. However, the typical 

development process for standard 

products is much differ-

ent than one for custom 

products. When consider-

ing a standard product, a 

connector manufacturer 

needs to identify a need 

in the market, develop 

concepts, and revise and 

validate those concepts 

through customer feed-

back. This is usually done 

with multiple customers, 

all of whom have their 

own needs in mind. De-

signing a connector to 

meet multiple customers’ 

needs can take several 

concepts and variations 

to meet only a percent-

age of what all customers 

want. All that work must 

be done before the man-

ufacturer finalizes the 

design or orders the com-

ponent tool and assem-

bly machines. This pro-

cess could take months 

and sometimes years to 

finalize a concept. When 

developing custom solu-

tions, that process needs 

to be weeks, not months. 

OEMs must find a con-

nector supplier that un-

derstands this and can 

adjust the development 

process in the concept 

stages to meet critical 

timelines.

A good custom con-

nector partner will have 

a development process 

designed for customer-

specific applications. It 

should be one that can 

be adjusted for the OEM’s 

specific timing needs. 

Providing budgetary 

proposals quickly with a 

high degree of accuracy 

is important (Chart 1). 

As the design concept 

becomes finalized and 

the development process 

continues, the accuracy 

of the proposal can in-

crease. A connector part-

ner with experience in 

developing custom con-

nector solutions is ex-

tremely valuable. 

When a custom con-

nector solution is the 

Electronic Device Manufacturers
____________Continued from page 50

Figure 4: Additive manufacturing 
can pave the way for custom con-
nectors
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Eurotech can be your terminal supplier for:
• Automotive Applications
• Electrical Appliance Applications
• Electronics Applications

Our product support: 
• Hands on Technical Support
• Local Support in Manufacturing Facilities
• Experienced Technical Consulting
• Multiple Warehousing Locations
• Strong Supply Chain

Contact us to see how we can be your 
supplier these critical components.  

Your Reliable Source for
Escubedo Terminals 

and Connectors

CONTACT US TODAY
+1-330-467-0205 • eurosales@eurotechdirect.com

Your Reliable Source for
Escubedo Terminals 

and Connectors

right choice for an OEM, the next de-

cision is choosing the right company 

to partner with. The wrong partner 

would only increase costs and devel-

opment time, and ultimately create 

frustration.  

Given the investment in time and 

money to develop custom solutions, 

choosing the right partner is criti-

cal for success. A valuable connector 

partner today should be able to offer 

consultation on connector design, 

not just provide the service of acting 

as a subcontractor for a new connec-

tor concept. Just defining the techni-

cal requirements can be difficult. But 

OEMs need to combine the technical 

requirements along with commer-

cial requirements to come up with a 

solid business case and the best so-

lution possible. A connector partner 

should have a deep understanding 

of not only plastics and contact de-

sign, but how those two components 

come together to make a quality con-

nector that can be manufactured 

quickly and easily. A connector part-

ner should be able to document a de-

velopment plan, including a test plan 

at every step from concept through 

to high-volume production. The right 

partner should have a history of in-

novation and previously established 

global communication channels with 

multiple manufacturing locations in 

low-cost regions or locally in the U.S. 

and Europe.

Conclusion:
Industrial OEMs today face many 

challenges. Customized connector 

solutions offer great benefits com-

pared with off-the-shelf connectors. 

What may seem like a large invest-

ment in time and money is really an 

affordable option, when considering 

the costs associated with trying to 

make an off-the-shelf connector fit in 

a new application.

When you consider the balance in 

meeting new trends of industrial de-

vices and the development challeng-

es they pose, a customized connector 

solution really stands out.

www.phoenixcontact.com/con-

nectorsolutions

Figure 4: Additive manufacturing can pave the way for custom con-
nectors

https://www.phoenixcontact.com/connectorsolutions
https://www.phoenixcontact.com/connectorsolutions
mailto:eurosales@eurotechdirect.com
http://www.eurotechdirect.com/bluseal
http://www.springmillsmfg.com/index.html
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Generic Custom Test Interface 
Fixture Rated to 2100 Vdc, CB8H 
For Pael - and Cable-Mounted 
Connectors and LID Test Blocks 

CAMI Research Inc.  (Acton, MA), 
manufacturer of the CableEye® auto-
mation-ready cable and harness test 
system, has rolled out a test interface 
board that can be customized with LIF 
test blocks and any number of panel- 
and/or cable-mounted connectors not 
exceeding a total of 64 pins. Rated to 
2100 Vdc/1200 Vdc, the CB8H fits all 
CableEye testers. Connectors not in-
cluded. Customization service is avail-
able.

Configuration
A leader in the development of PC-

based cable and wire harness test sys-
tems, CAMI offers the CableEye suite 
of products complete with accesso-
ries – including auto-detected, plug-in 
connector boards for fast, convenient 
set-up and testing of standard cables. 
There is an extensive and growing 
stock library of these test fixture boards 
– several of which are populated with 
families of connectors, such as the 
video market’s CB16A for BNC, SMB, 
SMA, and N connectors. Many boards 
are sold unconnectorized, a high pro-
portion of which are configured for 
specific connectors, such as the CB41 
through CB44 for Micro D connectors.

When pre-populated and pre-con-
figured boards are used, the tester GUI 
automatically displays a graphic of the 
connectors and wiring under test. The 
tester can be readily programmed to 

do the same for custom boards and 
fixtures. These boards are designed to 
fit all CableEye testers. 

This generic custom interface board 
accepts a wide range of circular or 
other connectors and accommodates 
LIF test blocks and bulkhead and/or 
cable-mounted mating connectors. 
While a bulkhead connector mounted 
directly to the board produces a more 
compact interface, a cable-mounted 
solution would be preferred if the test 
cable consists of heavy-gauge wire or 
is bulky. Any panel-mount circular con-
nector with four mounting holes fits the 
“X”-pattern slots. Total pin count can-
not exceed 64.

Connector pins are wired to labeled 
pads surrounding the board. Bare area 
provided for custom labeling such as 
a bar code. Use two CB8H boards to-
gether, or a CB8H in combination with 
any other CB board or built-in connec-
tor to accept any cable type. 

Sold as a set of two boards, each 
test board may be paired with other 
CableEye adapter boards to accom-
modate any combination of connec-
tors. Incredibly versatile, CableEye 
testers are expandable to accommo-
date large and complex harnesses, 
and users can connect and configure 
them in numerous ways — set up an 
array of QuickMount™ Housings fitted 
with connector boards, plug custom 
interface cables directly into any of 
the 64 pin headers on the control and 
expansion modules, or use a test inter-
face panel, perhaps on a rack-mount-
ed system. Not just a tester, a Cable-
Eye test system is a complete cable 
management system offering features 

not available on any other cable test 
equipment, and may be used to test 
unlimited types of connectors.

Contact sales@camiresearch.com or 
(978) 266-2655 for a quote.

ESD-Safe Cutters & Pliers for 
Precision PCB Assembly and 
Repairs 

 A full line of ergonomic cutters and 
pliers that are ideally suited for precise 
electronic applications such as reach-
ing into densely populated printed cir-
cuit boards have been introduced by 
Xuron Corp. of Saco, Maine.

Xuron® ESD-Safe Cutters & Pliers are 
ergonomically designed, made from 
highly alloyed steel, and feature static 
dissipative hand grips that exhibit 
106-109 ohms surface resistivity, and 
Light-Touch™ return springs.  Easier 
to squeeze and more comfortable to 
hold than most hand tools, these ESD-
safe cutters and pliers come in a wide 
range of special head styles.

Conforming to ANSI/ESD.S20.20 
and DOD-HDBK-263 specifications, 

mailto:sales@camiresearch.com
http://www.harberconnect.com
https://wiringharnessnews.com/news-plugs/generic-custom-test-interface-fixture-rated-to-2100-vdc-cb8h-for-panel-and-cable-mounted-connectors-and-lif-test-blocks/
https://wiringharnessnews.com/news-plugs/esd-safe-cutters-pliers-for-precision-pcb-assembly-and-repairs/
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Testing

• Enable Production Mode with a single-click or barcode scan
to display a limited set of essential controls and information.

• Activate automation scripts with barcode readers.

• Follow illustrated instructions to set up the station and test
batches of cables with automatic label and report generation. 

• Check continuity, components, leakage current, insulation
resistance in one step - Fully Automated.

• Search for intermittent connections.

• Instantly report the full set of data for every connection.

• Run automatic Data Logging and Batch Recording.

Tester and Test Management

• Set up measurement, reporting, networking, log-in conditions.

• Control test workflow with in-built Macros or JavaScript scripts.

• Control external devices with unlimited relay outputs.

• Manage integration with API and LabView interface.

• Create embedded pop-up Operator Work Instructions.

• Design First-Article cables and modify others.

• Set up electrical- or light-guided assembly.

• Link software to custom test fixtures.

• Block unauthorized changes to stored data and scripts.

• Import/Export cable wiring lists and test results.

CableEye and the CableEye Logo are Registered Trademarks of CAMI Research Inc.
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Xuron® ESD-Safe Cutters produce a 
clean, square cut without spikes, and 
come in several head styles that em-
ploy Micro-Shear® by-pass shear cut-
ting action. The ESD-Safe pliers come 
in 10 specialty head styles especially 
designed for crimping, forming, and 
bending a wide range of wires and 
leads.

Xuron® ESD-Safe Cutters & Pliers 
are priced from $14.25 (sugg. list), 
depending upon model, and all are 
manufactured in the U.S.A.

For more information contact Xuron 
Corp., Abby Robey, Marketing, (207) 
283-1401  FAX (207) 283-0594, e-mail: 
arobey@xuron.com, www.xuron.com

Low-Cost Pneumatic Wire 
Crimp Press  

For IDC Connector Assembly & Wire 
Crimp.

Quick and Convenient Wire Crimp-
ing with this portable bench top unit .

Available off the shelf from FKN Sys-
tek, the C 200, a low cost  table top 
crimp tool which takes a variety of dies 
from different manufacturers.  Air op-
erated using standard factory air (5bar 
min), with a pressing capacity of up to 
1,200 kp. this portable device allows 
easy and convenient change of tools 
and set up for different crimp contacts.

In addition to crimping bare and in-
sulated crimp terminals, the C200 can 
also be used to assemble IDC connec-
tors to ribbon cable, split ribbon ca-
ble, cut wire, stamp small components 
and a variety of other tasks. Tooling for 
different applications is available.

Priced at $2,695.00 for the basic 
unit, this tool will do the job of equip-
ment costing thousands more. 

For more information see our home 
page at fknsystek.com, call Werner 
Christ at  508 376 2500  or E Mail  fkn@
fknsystek.com.

Panduit Board Names Shannon 
McDaniel as Next CEO 

Panduit announced that its Board of 
Directors has appointed  Shannon Mc-
Daniel as its next Chief Executive Offi-
cer (CEO) and President effective Jan-
uary 1, 2022. McDaniel, who currently 
serves as the company’s chief financial 
officer, will succeed current CEO and 
President Dennis Renaud, who retired 
at the end of 2021. 

 “As a results-focused leader, Shan-
non brings his collaborative mindset to 
the role, drawing from his commercial 
and financial background, while lever-
aging the power of Panduit to move 
the company forward,” said Panduit 
Executive Chair Andrew Caveney. 
“Shannon has also built the trust of our 
employees, and the Board is confident 
that he will apply his deep industry 
knowledge and keen business acumen 
to lead Panduit.”

 Caveney added that McDaniel is 
taking over the role of CEO at an ideal 
time. “Our long-term investment hori-
zon, outstanding employees, and agile 
business processes have allowed us to 

build business momentum through the 
downturn,” he explained. “The digital 
economy, the drive for zero carbon 
emissions, and electrification trends 
are having a profound impact on our 
markets. Panduit is well positioned to 
apply our problem-solving mindset 
to solve technical challenges as new 
technologies transform our data center, 
enterprise, and industrial businesses.”

“I am thrilled for the opportunity 
to serve as Panduit’s CEO and lead 
the company into its next phase of 
growth,” said McDaniel. “We have a 
great strategy, an incredibly talented 
and dedicated workforce, and an in-
novative culture that is continually look-
ing to create value for our customers. I 
am very excited about our future and 
the opportunities in front of us.”

McDaniel has served in a variety of 
leadership positions over his 30-year 
career. Prior to joining Panduit as CFO, 
he excelled in global financial leader-
ship roles during his 14 years with Ea-
ton Corporation, including serving as 
the company’s Director of Finance for 
its EMEA electrical business and Vice 
President of Finance for the Americas 
systems and services group. McDaniel 
holds a Bachelor of Science in Ac-
counting from Northern Illinois Univer-
sity in DeKalb, Ill.

 Following his planned retirement, 
Renaud will continue supporting 
the transition in an advisory capacity 
through the first quarter of 2022.

 “It has been my distinct personal 
and professional honor to serve Pan-
duit for 10 years – the last four as CEO.  
Panduit’s unrivaled legacy of innova-
tion, quality, service, and continuous 

improvement has fueled our business 
growth,” said Renaud. “I’m proud 
of how Panduit’s people embod-
ied togetherness, inclusion, change, 
and a drive for innovative excellence 
throughout my tenure. The company 
is in experienced and capable hands 
with Shannon, the leadership team, 
and our outstanding employees.” 

 “I thank Dennis for his contribution 
to the success of Panduit. Throughout 
his career, he has challenged our team 
to be focused and to always be inno-
vating,” said Caveney. “He has had a 
profound impact on our culture, from 
his passionate support of our diversity 
and inclusion program to his drive for 
use of 80/20 principles. Dennis has also 
displayed tremendous leadership dur-
ing these unprecedented times, put-
ting our employees and customers first 
and operating with transparency.” 

Since 1955, Panduit’s culture of 
curiosity and passion for problem 
solving have enabled more meaning-
ful connections between companies’ 
business goals and their marketplace 
success. Panduit creates leading-edge 
physical, electrical, and network infra-
structure solutions for enterprise-wide 
environments, from the data center to 
the telecom room, from the desktop 
to the plant floor. Headquartered in 
Tinley Park, Ill., USA and operating in 
112 global locations, Panduit’s proven 
reputation for quality and technol-
ogy leadership, coupled with a ro-
bust partner ecosystem, help support, 
sustain, and empower business growth 
in a connected world. 

For more information, visit panduit.
com.

mailto:arobey@xuron.com
https://www.xuron.com
https://fknsystek.com
https://fknsystek.com
mailto:sales@camiresearch.com
http://www.camiresearch.com
https://wiringharnessnews.com/news-plugs/2818/
https://wiringharnessnews.com/news-plugs/panduit-board-names-shannon-mcdaniel-as-next-ceo/
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In the previous two articles in 
this series, (Sept/Oct and Nov/
Dec 2021) we compared au-

tomated to manual electrical testing 
and then examined how automated 
cable/harness testers make measure-
ments.  During those discussions, ba-
sic continuity, isolation, and high volt-
age testing were considered.  In this 
article we’ll expand that range slight-
ly by looking at 4-wire Kelvin testing, 
a capability possessed by many auto-
mated testers.  

 When we looked at a continuity 
test last time, we saw that the tester 
performs this resistance measure-
ment by applying a known current 
through the circuit, measuring the 
voltage drop and then calculating 
the resistance using Ohm’s law.  That 
formula states R=V/I where “R” is the 
resistance in ohms (Ω), “V” is the volt-
age in volts, and “I” is the current in 
amps.   Continuity resistance mea-
surements are typically performed 
using a standard 2-wire measurement 
configuration, which connects one 
test point to each side of the mea-
surement.  As seen in Figure 1, the 

voltmeter measures the voltage drop 
across the entire circuit including the 
resistance of the two test leads in ad-
dition to the resistance of the Device 
Under Test (DUT), which is the value 
of interest.

In a Kelvin (4-wire) measurement 
two test points are connected to 
each side of the measurement.  One 
point acts as the “force” that sup-
plies the current and the second as 
the “sense” which is used to perform 
the voltage measurement.  The place 
at which the force and sense paths 
meet is called a Kevin point.  The key 
benefit is that the measurement only 
includes the resistance between the 
Kelvin points (Figure 2). 

In addition to providing the capa-
bility to eliminate the resistance of 
the test leads, the Kelvin measure-
ment method typically provides a 
lower measurement range.  It’s not 
uncommon for automated testers to 
provide a low limit of .1 Ω (100 mΩ) 
for 2-wire resistance measurements, 
but a low limit of .001 Ω (1 mΩ), or 
even lower, for 4-wire measurements.

When considering test fixturing, 
Kelvin testing obviously requires ac-

cess to more test points.  Additionally, 
assembling test fixtures using two 
pairs of connections for each Kelvin 
measurement introduces challenges.  
As Kelvin measurements include 
only the resistance between the Kel-
vin points, the force and sense paths 
should meet as close to the desired 
measurement as possible.  A practical 
solution is to make this connection in 
the test fixture’s product mating con-
nectors (Figure 3).  In this configura-
tion the connection resistance of the 
connector contacts is included in the 
measurement in addition to the DUT 
resistance, but it’s often the best prac-
tical solution.  

It’s also important to remember 
that automated testers allow the user 
to mix standard 2-wire measurements 
and 4-wire measurements in the same  
test.  Therefore, 4-wire measurements  
 

are most often used only when nec-
essary, which brings us to the subject 
of applications and when to use the 
Kelvin measurement method.  Some-
times this decision is made by the re-
quirements of a test specification that 
calls for a resistance threshold below 
the test equipment’s 2-wire measure-
ment range.  However, it can also be 
the case that while the measurement 
is technically within the range of a 
2-wire measurement, such a test can’t 
be practically implemented.  

When faced with difficult test cri-
teria it’s best to do some quick math 
to calculate the lowest practical ac-
ceptance threshold using a 2-wire 
measurement.  If the calculation pro-
duces a value above the specifica-
tion criteria, the Kelvin measurement 
method should be considered.

Four-Wire Kelvin Testing

http://www.industwire.com
https://www.fusesunlimited.com
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/four-wire-kelvin-testing/
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The calculated resistance of the 
DUT should be based on the high-
est acceptable resistance.  Measuring 
a single sample will NOT provide a 
suitable substitute.  Variables to in-
clude in the calculation:

• The resistance of the wire.  Use 
the longest length allowed by 
the drawing tolerance and allow 
for any extra wire required in 
the connectors.  If a wire speci-
fication isn’t readily available, 
consult a wire resistance chart 
or do an internet search for a 
wire resistance calculator to find 
the resistance for the appropri-
ate wire gauge over a given unit 
of measure.  

• There are differences in the resis-
tance of solid and stranded wire 
and between stranded wire with 
different numbers of strands for 
a given gauge.  Therefore, it’s 
best to use the resistance value 
specified by the wire manufac-
turer.

• Twisted pair wire has a higher 
resistance per unit of measure 
because the actual wire is lon-
ger than the overall measured 
length due to the twists.  Typical-
ly, twisted pair wire has between 
0.5% and 3% higher resistance 
that wires without twists.

• Most wire resistance charts are 
based on 20 degrees C (68 F).  
The wire resistance increases 

by approximately 4% for every 
10 degree C increase in tem-
perature (2.2% for every 10 F 
increase in temperature).

• Add the contact resistance of 
the connectors using the high-
side of the manufacturer’s speci-
fied tolerance ranged.  Depend-
ing on the characteristics of 
the connectors, the contact re-
sistance will also increase with 
wear over time.

Next, the measurement accuracy 
of the tester must be included in the 
calculation using the high-side of the 
tester’s tolerance for the measure-
ment range.

Finally, the resistance added by the 
test fixture should be considered.  The 
same calculation process used for the 
DUT can be used again, however, as 
the fixturing is typically a fixed set, 
the actual resistance can be measured 
instead, if it’s possible to do so accu-
rately.  Be sure to include the contact 
resistance for the connectors and 
again, keep in mind that the contact 
resistance will increase with wear 
over time.  However, as we’ve seen, 
this is the point at which Kelvin mea-
surements can be extremely helpful 
as it can remove the resistance of test 
fixture from the equation.  If using 
the Kelvin method, it’s only necessary 
to include the resistance in the test 
fixtures that exists between the Kel-

vin point and the DUT.  For example, 
in the setup shown above in Figure 3, 
the contact resistance of the connec-
tors is included in the measurement.  

One real-world example that is of-
ten encountered is a very low resis-
tance requirement from connector 
to connector through a shield.  Fre-
quently, the shield is terminated to 
the connector body and also wired 
through a connector contact to as-
sure a good connection to the mating 
hardware.  However, the test speci-
fication may require that a very low 
resistance measurement be made 
through the connector bodies to en-
sure good connections.  In all cases, 
the key point to remember is that 
the 4-wire measurement is made 
from the point where the source and 
sense points meet (the Kelvin point).  
Depending on the characteristics of 
the connector, the Kelvin point can 
be made on the test fixture’s product 
mating connector body to simplify 
the testing process (Figure 4).  Using 
this setup, the measurement would 
include the connection resistance of 

the two connector shells.  This may 
be acceptable if that connection is 
expected to be very low resistance.  

Another option would be to con-
nect the Kelvin force to the test fix-
ture’s product mating connector and 
the sense to the DUT connector body 
using an alligator clip or other tem-
porary connection method.  Both 
the force and the sense could also 
be connected together on the DUT 
connector using a similar temporary 
connection.  Either option is only ac-
ceptable if the plating on the DUT 
connector body is conductive or if 
there is conductive hardware on the 
connector that can be used as a con-
nection point.  

In this example, as well as in other 
applications, once the Kelvin mea-
surement method is understood, the 
best option can be selected depend-
ing on the test requirements and the 
circumstances.  In a broader sense, it’s 
beneficial to know that Kelvin testing 
is an available tool and to recognize 
its benefits and the circumstances in 
which it can be most useful. 

 Calculated highest resistance of an acceptable DUT

+ Accuracy tolerance of the tester
+ Fixturing resistance
 __________________________________________________________  

= Lowest practical resistance threshold for DUT test

Briefly, the formula looks like this:

http://www.bluevalleycapital.com
http://www.electricalwireshow.com
https://wiringharnessnews.com/article/four-wire-kelvin-testing/
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By Christine Siebert
____________________________

The terms wire harness and 

cable assembly are often 

used interchangeably, but 

they are not the same. Instead, they 

have definite differences. In this ar-

ticle, I will discuss five main differ-

ences between a wire harness and a 

cable assembly.

Before starting with those differ-

ences, I want to define a wire and a 

cable. A wire is a single strand of an 

electrical conductor, typically cop-

per, aluminum, or sometimes steel. A 

cable is a bundle of wires with two or 

more insulated wires wrapped in one 

jacket. Most cables contain a positive 

wire, a neutral wire, and a grounding 

wire.

Five key differences between a 
wire harness and a cable assem-
bly:

1. Environments - Each is uti-

lized in various environments. Wire 

harnesses provide minimal protec-

tion for wires. Their purpose is to 

organize wires and cables efficiently. 

They typically cannot be shielded 

from extreme temperatures or fric-

tion between one another. They are 

fundamentally for indoor use. 

Cable assemblies guard all the 

products safe in the most extreme 

conditions and are ideal for outdoor 

use. They have high-level resistance 

to outside variables such as heat, dust, 

and moisture. They also protects the 

wire and cables from friction and cor-

rosion.

2. Cost - Wire harnesses are a low-

cost electrical solution that best keep 

electric cables and wires organized. 

By bundling these wires and cables 

together, engineers can keep their 

wiring systems organized and iden-

tifiable. They doesn’t concentrate on 

giving added protection to the indi-

vidual wires and cables and usually 

require less material and effort. Thus, 

they costs less compared to a cable 

assembly. Although cost-friendly, they 

still rely on the type, number, and 
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quality of cables, wires, or connectors 

used in the production.

However, the cost of the cable as-

sembly is satisfactory because of the 

added protection it provides. Cable 

assemblies offer more vigorous pro-

tection by keeping components snug 

within a rugged outer sheath. In ad-

dition, cable assemblies are intended 

to be utilized in demanding environ-

ments where things like heat, friction, 

or moisture could untimely wear out 

a cable or wire.

3. Physical Attributes - The es-

sential difference between a wire 

harness and a cable assembly is their 

physical attributes and function. A 

wire harness offers a cover that en-

cases single cables, usually from the 

same material utilized in a cable as-

sembly. One can see and remove an 

individual cable from a wire harness. 

In comparison, a cable assembly has 

multiple wires but is bundled to-

gether by a single external sleeve. It 

comes as a only one thick wire.

4. Products – Many of our every-

day household products and tools 

use wire harnesses. These products 

are computers, televisions, monitors, 

microwaves, and refrigerators. These 

products use wire harnesses rather 

than of cable assemblies because 

these products come with a pro-

tective shell, which removes the re-

quirement for added protection. Wire 

harnesses are also present in most 

automobiles and airplanes.

Cable assemblies are used for se-

vere environmental conditions or 

extreme temperature changes. In ad-

dition, many heavy industries such 

as medical, military, aerospace, and 

construction generally use cable as-

semblies in their manufacturing pro-

cesses. They need the cable assembly 

to protect things like electrical flow 

in the individual wires or cables. They 

are perfect for high-speed data trans-

fers.

5. Purposes - Wire harnesses 

serve two primary purposes:

a.  To protect outside factors 

from harm caused by the flow 

of electricity.

b.  To ensure wiring systems are 

organized and straightforward 

for technicians to understand.

Cable assemblies serve three pri-

mary purposes:

a. To protect outside factors from 

harm caused by the flow of 

electricity.

b. To ensure wiring systems are 

organized and straightforward 

for technicians to understand.

c. To protect the wiring or cable 

against wear and tear or other 

harsh environmental condi-

tions.

If this overview still has you a bit 

confused, feel free to reach out to 

WHMA with any questions. We are 

happy to answer any of your ques-

tions. Contact WHMA at contact.us@

whma.org.
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UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY 
 COMPANY FOR SALE OR MERGER WITH BUY-OUT OPTION 

 After more than 40 years, the founder and current owner is planning 
to retire. This   ISO 9001-2015 certified company, located in the North East,  
is the leading US manufacturer of special molded and assembled  
electrical components. Having been and still being a vital and reliable 
supplier to Hundreds of OEMs and Distributors in North America the  
company could be an ideal addition to a small or mid-size company that is 
interested in new customers, instant increases in sales and profits. 

Please contact us via; Wiring Harness News  PO Box 669
Schererville, IN 46375 @ Attn: Classified Ad #99402

Email: Info@wiringharnessnews.com

Manufacturers Sales Rep
Seeking Cable and Harness Line 

 Nighthawk Technology serves Southern California and has a 
customer base of Medical, Mil/Aerospace, and Automotive OEMs.  
We are currently looking for quality custom suppliers.

Please contact Michael Friedman at 
Michael.friedman@nighthawk-tech.com or at 760-445-1664

REPS WANTED
Well established wire processing equipment manufacturer 

is seeking experienced and talented outside independent sales 
representation throughout the North American market.  Contact us 
to discuss joining our team as we provide custom wire processing 
solutions for our diverse customer base during these turbulent times!  
We have a large range of equipment to offer, from handheld tools, to 
fully automated and customized transfer lines. We look forward to 
talking to you about this opportunity today!

Please contact us via: Wiring Harness News
PO Box 669 • Schererville, IN  46375

Classified ad # 77424
Email: info@wiringharnessnews.com

SALES REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE
FOR WIRE HARNESS / CABLE ASSEMBLY

Well established “hands on” personable individual with a very strong 
industry knowledge and proven experienced professional contract Sales/Marketing 
Representative for; Electrical Wire Harness, Electronic Cable Assembly along with 
Value Added product applications. My objective is seeking a long term business  
relationship with your organization that is presently challenged with future  
additional sales growth in your company’s new business development efforts 
within the various marketplaces.

Please submit your company’s interest of requirements, whereby we can mutually 
explore and strategies these great business opportunities confidentially to:

Wiring Harness News # PO Box 669
Schererville, IN. 46375 @ Attn: Classified Ad # 13263

Email: info@wiringharnessnews.com

SALES AND SERVICE 
G-TERMINATOR CONTROLS, 

AMP CLS CPU CONTROL BOARDS 
AND TOUCH SCREEN

G Terminators for Sale. Call for pricing.

 Control Box Assembly Control Panel Assembly
 Part numbers 318900-1 & -2 Part number 354559-1

 CLS Touch Screen Assembly CLS CPU Computer Board

Call 717-215-0518
Gbon9999@yahoo.com

GF ELECTRONICS LLC
WWW.GFELECT.COM

AMP, AMP CLS AND G TERMINATOR 
ARE TRADEMARKS OF TE CONNECTIVITY 
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HHH  FOR SALE  HHH
DELFINGEN NU-SLEEVE SG-200

Silicone rubber coated braided fiberglass sleeving
 Part# ER5650013W  - 1000 foot rolls

No reasonable offer refused
 Call RPC Electronics, Ira Dryer • 440-461-4700 xt 1176

JOB DESCRIPTION
DO NOT APPLY unless you have performed ALL functions 
described --- AND meet ALL listed requirements.

Job Responsibilities - Cable/Harness Manufacturing Assembly 
Experience Necessary:

 - Construct Prototype Wire Cable and Harness Assemblies  
  from customer prints. using soldering, crimping, and other  
  techniques as required in the WHMA-A-620 standards. 

 - Write detailed work instructions, including charts and/or 
  pictures when possible. 

 - Work with Engineering, Production and Quality Managers. 

 - Solve problems with customer cable designs. 

Must meet ALL Requirements:

 - NO EXCEPTIONS - 5 years minimum wire cable and  
  harness manufacturing assembly experience performing 
  ALL job responsibilities listed above. 

 - Work with limited supervision. 

 - Knowledgeable in the use of hand tools, wire strippers, 
  crimping applicators. 

 - Must have good oral and written communication skills and 
  be able to read and write in English. 

 - Legal authorization to work in the US on a full-time basis. 

Desired: WHMA-A-620 certification
Salary: Dependent upon ability to demonstrate knowledge of require-
ments 
Location: Central Florida just North of Orlando in Sanford, FL 
Job Type: Full-time
Pay: $14.00 - $20.00 per hour 

Please contact us via: Wiring Harness News 
PO Box 669 • Schererville, IN 46375 Classified ad # 28862

Email: info@wiringharnessnews.com 

***Wanted to Buy*** 

Cable and Wire Harness Company. 
I’m interested in buying a cable and wire harness company,  

preferably located in the Midwest to Texas or Florida  
but I’m open to other regions. 

Prefer a family owned business with revenues 
of $500,000 to $10,000,000. 

  
I look forward to hearing from you. 

eselse2020@gmail.com 
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Schunk Sonosystems
North America

www.schunk-sonosystems.com
250 Andover Street Wilmington, MA 01887                     

p. 978-658-9400  f. 978-658-6550

sonosystems.usa@schunk-group.com         

parts.sso-us @schunk-group.com

service.sso-us @schunk-group.com Contact Us !
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For high voltage cables with terminals...

Weld with the equipment that 
already has it in 
its name

HVT
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For More Information komaxgroup.com

KAPPA 340 
cut and strip

The Kappa 340 allows 

enormous flexibility and high 

performance. It is specialized on 

cutting and stripping processes for 

shielded multicore, battery, sensor, flat 

ribbon and HV cables. Outer diameters 

up to 16 mm and cross-sections of up to 

70 mm² can be processed with exceptional 

quality and output. A dual cutting head and an 

optional rotary incision unit (RIU) ensures perfect 

results with demanding cable surfaces. With the 

optional wire separation, the programmable slitting 

module, and the networkability of the machine the 

Kappa 340 is ideally equipped for all market requirements.

VERSATILE AND
POWERFUL
COMPLEX CABLES WITH 
MINIMAL CHANGE OVER
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